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Introduction
It is well known that the standard model (WS) is successful. But it still requires a lot of
assumptions such as that SU(3)XSU(2)XU(1)L gauge symmetry and the associated particle
fields such as the electron, neutrino, W and the Z, Higgs symmetry breaking fields and it has 28
parameters with most of them being free parameters that you can do anything you want with,
fudge in what you want. It is also well known that the relativistic quantum mechanics of the
WS has not yet been successfully reconciled with general relativity (GR) despite those many
variants on LQG, string theory and super-symmetry that have been proposed over the past 40
years. Additionally the WS by itself does not explain many new observations such as that
accelerating cosmological expansion, neutrino mass, CP violation, etc., We have been stuck at
this level of understanding since about 1974, spinning our wheels. So we need to rethink this
whole process and perhaps even start from scratch, begin anew on a much deeper level.
Given that theoretical physics requires mathematics, starting from scratch then means at the
deepest level that we should begin at the very origin of both mathematics and physics and just
follow the resulting algebraic steps to where ever they may lead. If we are fortunate and WS and
GR do come out of this method in a direct and simple way (e.g., as in that figure 3 diagonal
extrema result) then any additional theoretical discoveries that we make, beyond the standard
model, should be on solid ground.
So in that context we start from scratch in this book, at the origin of both mathematics and
physics. One way to do this is to add a bounded noise term to the algebraic equivalent of the
number 1 (and 0) and solve the resulting equation to obtain a set of extrema ds line elements on
the complex Z plane. These ds line elements can be rewritten as a generally covariant
generalization of the Dirac equation that does not require gauges, our new lepton pde. The proof
of the covariance of this new pde is in backup section1C and Ch.5 below. Covariance across the
extrema also requires that the (above) rH scale jumps in magnitude by 1040X as we go through
each branch cut of the Reimann surfaces on this Z plane (Ch.1, sect.12C, 5C) where incidently
the two observable rH values give us the gravity and E&M couplings respectively. Thus this new
pde is fractal and therefore implies quantized cosmological phenomena (Ch.2) such as ambient
metrics: here the source of inertia, mass. Those ds (and ds2) extremas on this Z plane, given this
source of particle mass, imply the electroweak model (WS) particles and field equations
(eg.sect.1 and figure 3,appendix C), which, as we noted, puts this idea on solid ground. Also the
new pde 2P3/2 solution at the branch cut, where r=rH, implies the strong interaction (Ch.3). Given
these powerful results this derivation of theoretical physics from first principles, for example the
derivation of that new pde and SM, indeed does pull us out of the quagmire we are stuck in, puts
theoretical physics back on track, which is my reason for writing this book.
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FOREWORD
Maker’s New Pde Implies The Strong Interaction Without A Host of Assumptions
I am writing in support of David Maker’s new generalization of the Dirac equation.
For example at his r=rH Maker’s new pde 2P3/2 state fills first, creating a 3 lobed shape for .
At r=rH the time component of his metric is zero, so clocks slow down, explaining the stability of
the proton. The 3 lobed structure means the electron (solution to that new pde) spends 1/3 of its
time in each lobe, explaining the multiples of 1/3e fractional charge. The lobes are locked into
the center of mass, can’t leave, giving assymptotic freedom. Also there are 6 2P states explaining
the 6 quark flavors. P wave scattering gives the jets. Plus the S matrix of this new pde gives the
W and Z as resonances (weak interaction) and the Lamb shift but this time without requiring
renormalization and higher order diagrams. Solve this new pde with the Frobenius solution at
r=rH and get the hyperon masses. Note we mathematically solved the new pde in each of these
cases, we did not add any more assumptions. In contrast there are many assumptions of QCD
(i.e., masses SU(3), couplings, charges, etc.,) versus the one simple postulate of Maker’s idea
and resulting pde.
Many assumptions are in reality a mere list of properties. One assumption means you actually
understand the phenomena.
Dr. Jack Archer
PhD Physicist

Physics Theories Interconnected In Maker Theory
A cosmologist has probably asked: What is dark energy? What is the source of the dipole
moment in CMBR? Why is gravity only attractive? A particle physicist has probably wondered:
Why is the core of the SM a left handed Dirac doublet? What is the source of the nuclear force?
Is gauge invariance needed? David Maker has derived a generalized Dirac equation that answers
all of these questions. Furthermore, his theory shows that all of these questions are intimately
connected.
Dr. Jorge O”Farril PhD
In Particle Physics Theory

Physics Implications of the Maker Theory
“People work with a Hamiltonian which, used in a direct way, would give the wrong results, and
then they supplement it with these rules of subtracting infinities. I feel that, under those
conditions, you do not really have a correct mathematical theory at all. You have a set of
working rules. So the quantum mechanics that most physicists are using nowadays is just a set of
working rules, and not a complete dynamical theory at all. In spite of that, people have
developed it in great detail. “
.
This sharp criticism of modern quantum field theory is quoted from a talk by Paul Dirac that was
published in 1987, three years after his death: see Chapter 15 of the Memorial Volume “Paul
Adrian Maurice Dirac: Reminiscences about a Great Physicist”, edited by Behram N.
Kursunoglu and Eugene Paul Wigner (paperback edition 1990). Richard Feynman too felt very
uncomfortable with “these rules of subtracting infinities” (renormalization) and called it "shell
game" and "hocus pocus" (wikipedia.org “Renormalization”, Oct 2009). Even more recently,

Lewis H. Ryder in his text “Quantum Field Theory” (edition 1996, page 390) lamented “there
ought to be a more satisfactory way of doing things”.
In his highly critical talk Dirac went on to say:
“I want to emphasize that many of these modern quantum field theories are not reliable at all,
even though many people are working on them and their work sometimes gets detailed results.”
He stressed the fundamental requirement to find a Hamiltonian that satisfies the Heisenberg
equation of motion for the dynamic variables of the considered system in order to obtain the
correct quantum theory. After all, it was this kind of approach, not invoking the correspondence
principle to classical mechanics, that led him to discover the relativistic spinor wave equation of
the electron that carries his name! The underlying question here is, of course, how to modify the
Hamiltonian of that original Dirac equation to incorporate a dynamical system with
electromagnetic fields. As wikipedia.org, under the entry “Dirac Equation”, put it (Oct 2009):
“Dirac's theory is flawed by its neglect of the possibility of creating and destroying particles, one
of the basic consequences of relativity. This difficulty is resolved by reformulating it as a
quantum field theory. Adding a quantized electromagnetic field to this theory leads to the theory
of quantum electrodynamics (QED).” But it is just this simple additive modification of the
Hamiltonian based on the correspondence principle that violates the Heisenberg equation of
motion and, therefore, had been rejected by Dirac.
Dirac concluded his talk with these words:
“I did think of a different kind of Hamiltonian which is in conformity with the Heisenberg
equations, but … it has not led to anything of practical importance up to the present. Still, I like
to mention it as an example of the lines on which one should seek to make advance. … I shall
continue to work on it, and other people, I hope, will follow along such lines. “
Unfortunately, nobody seemed to have listened, instead everybody continued to believe that
renormalizing away those awkward infinities is the only available answer and blindly followed
in the steps of QED in formulating other quantum field theories, such as those for the weak and
the strong forces. This has led to a hodgepodge of complex mathematical acrobatics including
the proliferation of string theories for quantum gravity and the attempts to construct a
comprehensive matrix string theory (M-theory, supposedly a “theory of everything”), theories
that require an unreasonable number of dimensions. Dirac would despair!
But eventually, an outsider has been looking back and took Dirac seriously. Joel David Maker,
over the past two decades, has been formulating a new theory totally based on the fundamental
principles laid out by Dirac. He was able to derive a new Hamiltonian for the Dirac equation to
incorporate the electromagnetic (EM) field. In order to achieve this task, he basically had to
create a new general relativity (GR) for the EM force by postulating that there is only one truly
fundamental elementary particle, the electron - all other particles are derived from it. Maker
expresses this postulate mathematically by a basic EM point source that is an observable
quantum mechanical object. He then argues that the equivalence principle for an EM force from
such a point source does, in fact, hold, since one has to deal with only one value of charge,
namely, the electron charge. Hence, he is able to apply Einstein’s GR formalism to this simple
EM point source. A new ambient metric results in which the Dirac equation needs to be
imbedded, leading to a modification of the Hamiltonian that is by no means additive but is GR
covariant and satisfies the requirement of the Heisenberg’s equation of motion.

.
An important ingredient of this new ambient metric is the existence of an EM Schwarzschild
radius for the postulated single point source generating an electron event horizon that is directly
related to the classical electron radius. It also leads to the revolutionary concept of fractal event
horizons that envelope each other with deep implications for the self-similarity of the physics at
different scales. Our observable physics is, however, limited to the region between the electron
(more generally, Dirac particle) horizon and the next larger scale horizon, the cosmological
horizon. Perturbations from higher-order scales can, however, influence observations in our
observable region.
Maker’s fundamentally new approach, by including the concept of observability, naturally
unifies general relativity with quantum mechanics and makes GR complete (i.e. ungauged), a
result, Einstein had been striving for, but was unable to achieve. In addition it provides the
precision answers of QED (such as a accurate value of the Lamb shift) and other quantum field
theories in a direct way without higher-order Feynman diagrams and/or renormalization.
Solutions of the new GR covariant Dirac equation for the region outside the electron event
horizon produce the needed physics for EM forces, QED corrections, and weak forces. Solutions
for a composite Dirac particle evaluated near its event horizon (which, in a composite system,
needs to be a “fuzzy” horizon and, hence, some inside observation becomes possible) provide an
understanding of leptons and hadrons (baryons and mesons) as electronic S, 2P3/2 states of the
multi-body Dirac particle: For example, S-states are interpreted as leptons, hybrid SP2 states as
baryons. Quarks are not separate particles but are related to the three-fold lobe structure of SP2
states in this model, providing an explanation of the strong forces. Gravity is derived, as a firsthigher-order effect, from the modification of the ambient EM metric by the self-similar radial
expansion dynamics at the cosmological scale. This first-higher-order effect, also provides an
understanding of the lepton mass differences; by including the perturbation from the next selfsimilar larger-scale dynamics (those of a “super cosmos”) the finiteness of neutrino masses are
explained as tiny contributions from such a second-higher-order effect. Amazingly, Maker was
able to deduct all these results from a basic simple postulate, namely, the existence of a single
observable EM point source, which - within the formalism of Einstein’s general relativity defines a new ambient metric.
Thus, with his radically new thinking, Maker has proven the correctness of Dirac’s lines of
approach to the Hamiltonian problem. Dirac believed in the power of mathematical beauty in the
search for a correct description of our observable physical world: “God used beautiful
mathematics in creating the world” (thinkexist.com, Oct 2009). Beautiful mathematics it is
indeed!
Reinhart Engelmann, Oct 2009
Maker, Quantum Physics and Fractal Space Time, volume 19, Number 1, Jan 1999, CSF,

Universe As A Particle In A Fractal Space-Time
The above reference is a publication in a refereed journal of an article on the universe as a
particle in a fractal space time. Here these (fractal) objects are the result of circle mappings onto
Z plane Reimann surfaces, separated by nontrivial branch cuts (see preface below). The dr+dt
extrema diagonals on this Z plane translate to pde’s for leptons in the ds extrema case and for
bosons in the ds2 (=dr2+dt2) extrema case each with its own “wave function”.
I attended the U.Texas for a while and as a teaching assistant I shared the mailbox rack with
people like Weinberg and Archibald Wheeler. So one day on looking over at Wheeler’s a few
mailboxes over on an impulse I plopped in a physics paper on this subject. Wheeler responded
later in a hand written note that what I had done was a ‘fascinating idea’.

He apparently took this fractal idea seriously because 8 years later he organized a seminar at
Tufts U. (1990) on a closely related concept: “the wave function of the universe” (the universe in
his case as a Wheeler De Witt equation boson wavefunction). Allen Guth and Stephan Hawking
also attended.

A First Principles Derivation Of Theoretical Physics
D.Maker
Abstract
So the idea is that we build our theory from scratch, first start with the beginning of the both
mathematics and physics. To do that you
postulate the real number 1
Define it algebraically with actual value
z=zz
(1)
If you continue this way you obtain mathematics which is just algebra and numbers after all.
But we have postulated the "real" number 1 so in reality there is measurement error C so that we
can rewrite eq. 1 as:
z=zz+C
(2)
From equation 2 we obtain theoretical physics instead!
Introduction
It is well known that the standard model (GSW) is successful. But it still requires a lot of
assumptions such as that SU(3)XSU(2)XU(1)L gauge symmetry and the associated particle
fields such as the electron, neutrino, W and the Z, Higgs symmetry breaking fields and it has 24
parameters with most of them being free parameters that you can do anything you want with,
fudge in what you want. It is also well known that the relativistic quantum mechanics of the
WS has not yet been successfully reconciled with general relativity (GR) despite those many
variants on LQG, string theory and super-symmetry that have been proposed over the past 40
years. Additionally the WS by itself does not explain many new observations such as that
accelerating cosmological expansion, neutrino mass, CP violation, etc., We have been stuck at
this level of understanding since about 1974, spinning our wheels. So we need to rethink this
whole process and perhaps even start from scratch, begin anew on a much deeper level.
Given that theoretical physics requires mathematics, starting from scratch then means at the
deepest level that we should begin at the very origin of both mathematics and physics and just
follow the resulting algebraic steps to where ever they may lead. If we are fortunate and WS and
GR do come out of this method in a direct and simple way (e.g., as in that figure 3 diagonal
extrema result) then any additional theoretical discoveries that we make, beyond the standard
model, should be on solid ground.
In that regard historically we note that the rigorous development of mathematics begins with the
development of the real numbers which Peano discovered starts with the:
postulate of the real number one
(e.g., Peano's inductive method(1)) which can also be algebraically defined by:
z=zz
Thus 1=1X1 but 2 does not equal 2X2. If you continue this way you obtain mathematics which
is just algebra and numbers after all. But we have postulated the "real" number 1 (Relz=1) as in
“I measure the length of this table to be 1 meter with some small real error” so we include (finite
real# variance) measurement error. Thus we have for some z that |1-z|2=0 (central limit th,
sections 4C,11C) and a real error C in:
z=zz+C
(1)
A Solution To Equation 1
The solution to quadratic equation 1 in general is a complex number z. So the error C implies
error (ansatz) dz=dr+idtz with |z-1||dz|. Thus |dz|2=0=((dr-idt)(dr+idt)) =ds2=0 (ie., we
have ds2 invariance. Also see sect.4C). Note this ds2dr2+dt2 implies the polar coordinate circle
mapping dz=dsei and its Riemann surfaces if extrema ds=|ds|. Also note for a random
(ie.,uncorrelated) second point (variances add, so dsxdsy diagonalization): dsz2=dsx2+dsy2 (1a)

as in z=x+y.
B Extrema Implied By The Circle Mapping
Given |dr+dt| has extrema on the 45-225 and 135-315 diagonals on this circle (appendix A) it
then can be set equal to ds since ds=|ds|. So using the elementary diagonal geometry of
|dr+dt|=0 and the ds2=0 circle invariance we then have positive extrema line element ds’ to a
single point
dr+dt=2ds’
(2)
2
on that 45 diagonal implying a new extremum (ds’)=0 (with ds’and ds each having its own
variance oval). Also |dr+dt|=2ds’ has an extremum at 135. Note as well that |dr+dt| implies
both positive and negative dr+dt solutions for the ds2 extremum at 135. Since ds in a given
quadrant has a single value this also implies, given our values of  at 45 and 135 in dz=dsei,
that there is only one value of the product ds2dz and ds’dz. Also some other possible dr,dt
extremas for other functions f(r,t)=ds2 are included in the functionality of tensor ii in equation 3
below. Note (ds’)=0 so that ds’ is a separate extrema and is positive due to that |dr+dt|. So ds’
can be set to this radius ds on the circle.
C Maintaining ds2 Invariance
Again note (dr+dt)=0 =((dr-/2)+(dt+/2)) (dr’+dt’). We can then define = rH2e2/mec2
thereby defining charge e. Also in the above complex dz=dr+idt term we can then for <<dr
define rr(dr/dr’)2(dr/(dr-/2))21/(1-rH/r) which is a 1D tensor in the real component (see
sections 7c,13c). Note that <<dr is needed in
ds2=rrdr’2+ttdt’2=(dr-/2)2+(dt+/2)2=dr2+dt2-dr+dt+2/2
(3)
2
to maintain the above ds invariance. Also we are allowed a drH added to  in eq.2 so that 
defines the (invariant) rest mass m term if dr=dsr invariant (also define h using Hh/c).
D Chain Rule Application
Furthermore near 45 that circle constraint implies for angular displacements d that in
radians d=sinr/s+cost/s. Also d=(/r)dr+(/t)dt. For the r component of dz (eg., in
eq. 3a below) then dr=r and sdsr in (/r)dr= -sinr/s (since  CCW). Thus /r=sino/(dsr)=-(dt/ds)/(dsr)= (dr/ds)/(dsr) v/(dsr). Note C in eq.2 is uncertainty so sds so 1/dsr
is a finite number. So from the chain rule dz/r= (dz/)(/r)=idz(v/dsr). Thus vdz=
-i(dsr)((dz)/r). So multiply both sides by =m=h/(cdsr) and get mvdz=-i(h/c)/dsr)dsrd(dz)/dr=
-ihd(dz)/cdr. So in the velocity term ‘v’ cancel the c in dr/dsdr/(cdto) and get finally (operator
formalism)
prdz=-ihd(dz)/dr
(3a)
So dz. Recall rr is a 1D tensor and so use =rel(dz), separately, as a scalar (also later we see
that *=dz*dz is a probability density, a scalar), a tensor rank 0 and dr=r. Also recall that if
 is a tensor of rank 0 then the covariant derivative is the ordinary derivative. Thus the
derivative in equation 3a is covariant.
E Other Points Are Inside Intervals of Nonzero Measure (Since The Real Numbers Are
Cauchy) Including a second point (“observer”), as for example a point in a Cauchy sequence, to
the eq.2 line element ds’ adds two more degrees of freedom (r’,t’) so (dr+dr’)+(dt+dt’)=2ds’ so
4Dof (For next point outside of ds region see sect.9C). Note that if inside this ds error region
these r’,t’ become random variables allowing coefficients  in dr’r =dr” since dr” is still
random. Note in figure 2 that by adding the second point inside the ds random error interval dr is
split into dr=dr’+dr” and dt is split into dt=dt’+dt”. Given above that dr’ and dt’ are both random
then since the both dr’+dr” add to the same number then dr” (and dt”+dt’=dt) have to be random
as well making all primed components of rrrdr’+ootdt’+... random (See section R below on

the “existence” of these solutions). So given (eq.2) ds’2ds2 and eq.1a we require the Dirac 
coefficients to diagonalize:
ds2(ds’)2((rrrdr’+ootdt’+..)/2)2=rrdr’2+oodt’2+.. (3c)
F Applying The Postulate For This Second Point
Recall the above postulate (eq1) implies ds2 =0 and ds=0 implying line element invariance
ds=(rrrdr’+ootdt’+..) from eq.3c and the uniqueness of equation 2(see section R below).
Note this solution must be the positive component of ds inside of the absolute value |dr+dt|,
given dr+dt=2ds, since ds is a radius here and this ds is not squared. So we multiply this line
element solution by our single dz/ds and use the above required operator formalism (here
/c=1,h=1). This then implies a generally covariant generalization of the Dirac equation that
does not require gauges, our new lepton pde:
/x=(/c)
(4)
See the proof of the covariance of eq.4 in backup section1C below. Note equation 4 is a
requirement of the above mathematics. It is not an option implying our postulate eq2 gives a
physics theory in contrast to just a math theory. Also we are still on the Z plane since two points
and the origin still define a plane.
G Equation 4 Implications Of The ds2 Invariance In Equation 3: ds2=dr2+dt2-dr+dt+2/2
Again <<dr is needed in eq.3 for ds2 invariance. But  does not have to be zero for that to occur.
For example at 135 dr=dt in eq.2, so that ds0, then the two terms -dr+dt in eq.3 cancel
anyway so  can be larger (charged) and still maintain that ds2 invariance. If instead at 45 dr=-dt
in eq. 2 so that ds=0 then the two terms in -dr+dt in equation 3 cannot cancel so  must be
infinitesimal (chargeless). Also the  (H/rH=H/dr) in (t)dr in rr, which added to , defines the
(r invariant) rest mass term.  would not be invariant in the rr if it was a function of r. That
ds=0 light cone invariance 2ds=0= (dr+dr+dt) =dr+dt then obviously implies =0. (Also see
Ch.2 for rotational ambient metric requirement for a local  to be nonzero if ds≠0). Thus at 135
ds 0 so the second point can be inside the error interval ds (variable) noise region. Therefore
dr’,dt’ have to be variables and so dr’+dt’=2ds0. Hence we have derived the nonzero charge 
and mass  electron of equation 4. Again from the equation 3 invariance discussion above, if the
second point is outside ds at 45 we are still on the light cone with ds still zero mass  (and again
chargeless 0) eq.4 neutrino. Note in this z plane the –dt (opposite quadrant) gives the
respective new pde antiparticle. Eq.1a gives 2 dz s for each ds2. Equation 2 gives one dz for each
ds’.
The 45 case (instead of the equation 2 ds) of the ds2 iteration is therefore also on the light cone
since ds=0 implying mass==0 and charge=0. So multiply ds2=dr2+dt2 by dzi (i=r or t
component) where we again must apply the above operator formalism thereby obtaining second
derivatives (For the consequences of 0 outside this 45 region see section R below). That and
the corner drdt invariance (below paragraph) then gives us the Maxwell equations and so the
massless, chargeless photon boson at 45 (appendix C9, Also see figure 3).
But for the ds2 application on the 135-315diagonal the absolute power extremum in |dr+dt|
implies maximum positive dr+dt or maximum negative dr+dt. Thus both +dz and –dz (ie.,dz)
can be used in that ds2dz multiplication since ds is squared and so the minus sign on ds then is
irrelevant. So instead of our dr+/2+dt-2 we have +dr+/2+dt-/2 and –dr-/2-dt+/2 solutions.
Multiply the second equation by -1, then add the two resulting equations, then divide by 2 and
get dr+/4/4+dt-/4/4 so that . So we multiply each of the two ds2 cases (above

|dr+dt| discussion) by its own dz, each with its own rr=1/(1-/r) 1/(1-(±)/r) (sect.16.2)
implying 2 charges -=0, +=2 and so two Proca equation massive W,Z.
Recall from just below equation 3a that 4 dz multiply the dr, 2 dz multiply the ds so we see in
figure 2 that the total area ds2 +4drdt giving us these Proca equations at 135 and also Maxwell’s
equations at 45. (see section 14C for the details of this derivation). Section 9C also shows how
the other allowed option, the above 2 point ds sum over quadrants I and II (instead of in each
quadrant by itself respectively as above), then implies the weak interaction left handededness.
Also from section 1 at 135 given ds=r, dr=H =drE/mec2= hc/(mec2) implying the well known
relation E=hc/ =h. Given that the new pde eq.4 implies =2rH is a wavelength (in the
zitterwebegung oscillation term) we have then also derived the Compton wavelength  implying
given that we can’t take the limit to be smaller than rH at 135. But at 45 for ds=0 we can take
the limit dr0 and dt0 and so localize (this pulse) to a space-time point r,t. Thus drhc/E
does not do anything to the light cone relation ds=0 and yet still dr/dt=c. Therefore  is a
localizable energy on the light cone and we have then derived the well known relation ; dr=H
=drE/mec2= hc/(mec2E/me or E= h energy of the photon. Therefore we have derived the
photon (as observed in shot noise Poisson statistics and the photoelectric effect). See section
11C also.
The figure 2 |dr+dt|2 = (dr+dt-i(dr+dt))(dr+dt+i(dr+dt)) invariance ds () iteration relationship
with ds2 () implies the V-A (since then ½(15)=(±)) generalized 4point interaction. Also if
the mass terms (r) and (t) are 0 (as at 45) then each of the two terms 2A and A are
trivially zero (as at 45) so we have derived the Maxwell equations. Thus our Z plane contains
the electro-weak model WS.
So we indeed are on solid ground (per above introduction statement).
Note this is a unique mapping to the WS on a given Riemann surface since other choices of dr,
dt (eg., ’dr3, ”dr1/2 ) in equations 2 and 3b yield dr,dt powers other than the dr2+dt2 in eq.3b
implying all such other ’,” s have to be zero. In contrast string theory maps to 10500 different
physics theories with possibly some parts of the WS coming out in one of those maps. Here also
the branch cuts and higher order Reimann surfaces yield the strong interaction and gravity
physics (next paragraph). New and interesting physics predicted by this theory in this regime is
being discovered observationally as we speak (see rest of book). For example:
Equation 4 Implications Of The Branch Cut of Reimann Surface Circle Mapping (sect.12c)
In addition the Reimann surface branch cut at r=rH (so time component oo=1-rH/r=0), implies
baryonic stability. Also at r=rH that new pde 2P3/2 state fills first so each lobe of its * 3 lobed
trifolium has average (1/3)e (fractional charge), lobes can’t leave (asymptotic freedom), 6 P
states (6 flavors of quark), P wave scattering (jets). Hence we have derived the strong interaction.
Also the above (ds2)=0 implies relativity (ie.,is a Lorentz transformation requirement sec13c.)
Thus including the branch cut our Z plane contains not only the electro-weak model (previous
section) but the entire Standard Model Of Particle Physics (GSW). Given that C is also an
extremum for the additional points ds these Reimann surfaces actually exist and must also be
fractal (sect.5C). So we have derived a fractal cosmology (eg.,Ch.2,12).
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Summary
So the idea is that we build our theory from scratch, first start with the beginning of the both
mathematics and physics. To do that you
postulate the real number 1
Define it algebraically with actual value
z=zz
(1)
If you continue this way you obtain mathematics which is just algebra and numbers after all.
But we have postulated the "real" number 1 so in reality there is measurement error C so that we
can rewrite eq. 1 as:
z=zz+C
(2)
From equation 2 we obtain theoretical physics instead! (after adding 1+1=2)
How much more of an elegant theoretical physics formulation can there possibly be?
So by defining the simplest concept 1, unity, you define the most complicated object, the
universe.

Results of above derivation:

Fig3
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Mathematics Fundamentals
Chapter 1
Derivation Of the Standard Model Of Particle Physics From First Principles DMaker

Introduction
The idea is that we build our theory from scratch,
first start with the beginning of both mathematics and physics, which is the
postulate of the real number 1
which you can algebraically define by
z=zz
(1.1)
Start with the pure mathematics application to define the other terminology. So use eq.1.1 to
define only the number 1 with 1/1 =1= z/z =z. For example 2/2 does not equal 2 and so the
number 2 does not satisfy this definition (of 1). Note that both 0=0*0 and 1=1*1 are a ordered
pair (0,1) or ‘vector’ set of solutions of z=z*z spanning the origin (at 0) and the real number 1,
thus defining our vector Z to 1 point giving us a succinct (line element to a “point”) way of
writing both of these 0,1 solutions at once. We complete the vector space definition using 1*00,
1+01,etc.,.and by adding a point (e.g.,add 1+1=2) to define its integer and (postulated) real
elements such as C in the actual (physics) z line element. Note we can then subdivide a given
real interval into smaller subintervals between intermediate points given the completeness of the
set of real numbers and given they are a field (appendix B also) we can define |z|,Pythagorean
theorem H2=x2+y2 which can also be written as line element H=xx+yy for some x , y Note
that this mathematics is a synthesis of the Peano inductive method and rings and fields algebraic
generation of real number line. One advantage is that the Peano method does not lead to that
Godel incompleteness result and also it is a more intuitive way of understanding numbers (like a
child just counting 0,1,2,etc and algebraic 1+0=1 and z=zz defining 0,1.)
The idea is that we build our theory from scratch, first start with the beginning of the both
mathematics and physics. In that regard historically we note that the rigorous development of
mathematics begins with the development of the real numbers which Peano discovered starts
with 1.
Introduction
It is well known that the standard model (GSW) is successful. But it still requires a lot of
assumptions such as that SU(3)XSU(2)XU(1)L gauge symmetry and the associated particle
fields such as the electron, neutrino, W and the Z, Higgs symmetry breaking fields and it has 24
parameters with most of them being free parameters that you can do anything you want with,
fudge in what you want. It is also well known that the relativistic quantum mechanics of the
GSW has not yet been successfully reconciled with general relativity (GR) despite those many
variants on LQG, string theory and super-symmetry that have been proposed over the past 40
years. Additionally the GSW by itself does not explain many new observations such as that
accelerating cosmological expansion, neutrino mass, CP violation, etc., We have been stuck at
this level of understanding since about 1974, spinning our wheels. So we need to rethink this
whole process and perhaps even start from scratch, begin anew on a much deeper level.
Given that theoretical physics requires mathematics, starting from scratch then means at the
deepest level that we should begin at the very origin of both mathematics and physics and just
follow the resulting algebraic steps to where ever they may lead. If we are fortunate and GSW
and GR do come out of this method in a direct and simple way (e.g., as in that figure 3 diagonal
extrema result) then any additional theoretical discoveries that we make, beyond the standard
model, should be on solid ground.

In that regard historically we note that the rigorous development of mathematics begins with the
development of the real numbers which Peano discovered starts with the:
postulate of the real number one
(e.g., Peano's inductive method(1)) which can also be algebraically defined by:
z=zz
Thus 1=1X1 but 2 does not equal 2X2. If you continue this way you obtain mathematics which
is just algebra and numbers after all. But we have postulated the "real" number 1(Relz=1) as in “I
measure the length of this table to be 1 meter with some small real error” so we include (finite
real# variance) measurement error. Thus we have for some z that |1-z|2=0 (central limit
th,sections 4C,11C) and a real error C in:
z=zz+C
(1)
A The Solution To Equation 1
The solution to quadratic equation 1 in general is a complex number z. So the error C implies
error (ansatz) dz=dr+idtz with |z-1||dz|. Thus |dz|2=0=((dr-idt)(dr+idt)) =ds2=0 (ie., we
have ds2 invariance. Also see sect.4C). Note this ds2dr2+dt2 implies the polar coordinate circle
mapping dz=dsei and its Riemann surfaces if extrema ds=|ds|. Also note for a random
(ie.,uncorrelated) second point (variances add, so dsxdsy diagonalization): dsz2=dsx2+dsy2 (1a)
as in z=x+y.
B Extrema Implied By The Circle Mapping
Given |dr+dt| has extrema on the 45-225 and 135-315 diagonals on this circle (appendix A) it
then can be set equal to ds since ds=|ds|. So using the elementary diagonal geometry of
|dr+dt|=0 and the ds2=0 circle invariance we then have positive extrema line element ds’ to a
single point
dr+dt=2ds’
(2)
2
on that 45 diagonal implying a new extremum (ds’)=0 (with ds’and ds each having its own
variance oval). Also |dr+dt|=2ds’ has an extremum at 135. Note as well that |dr+dt| implies
both positive and negative dr+dt solutions for the ds2 extremum at 135. Since ds in a given
quadrant has a single value this also implies, given our values of  at 45 and 135 in dz=dsei,
that there is only one value of the product ds2dz and ds’dz. Also some other possible dr,dt
extremas for other functions f(r,t)=ds2 are included in the functionality of tensor ii in equation 3
below. Note (ds’)=0 so that ds’ is a separate extrema and is positive due to that |dr+dt|. So ds’
can be set to this radius ds on the circle.
C Maintaining ds2 Invariance
Again note (dr+dt)=0 =((dr-/2)+(dt+/2)) (dr’+dt’). We can then define = rH2e2/mec2
thereby defining charge e. Also in the above complex dz=dr+idt term we can then for <<dr
define rr(dr/dr’)2(dr/(dr-/2))21/(1-rH/r) which is a 1D tensor in the real component (see
sections 7c,13c). Note that <<dr is needed in
ds2=rrdr’2+ttdt’2=(dr-/2)2+(dt+/2)2=dr2+dt2-dr+dt+2/2
(3)
to maintain the above ds2 invariance. Also we are allowed a drH added to  in eq.2 so that 
defines the (invariant) rest mass m term if dr=dsr invariant (also define h using Hh/c).
D Chain Rule Application
Furthermore near 45 that circle constraint implies for angular displacements d that in
radians d=sinr/s+cost/s. Also d=(/r)dr+(/t)dt. For the r component of dz (eg., in
eq. 3a below) then dr=r and sdsr in (/r)dr= -sinr/s (since  CCW). Thus /r=sino/(dsr)=-(dt/ds)/(dsr)= (dr/ds)/(dsr) v/(dsr). Note C in eq.2 is uncertainty so sds so 1/dsr
is a finite number. So from the chain rule dz/r= (dz/)(/r)=idz(v/dsr). Thus vdz=

-i(dsr)((dz)/r). So multiply both sides by =m=h/(cdsr) and get mvdz=-i(h/c)/dsr)dsrd(dz)/dr=
-ihd(dz)/cdr. So in the velocity v cancel the c in dr/dsdr/(cdto) and get finally (operator
formalism)
prdz=-ihd(dz)/dr
(3a)
See the proof of the covariance of eq.4 in backup section1C below. Note equation 4 is a
requirement of the above mathematics. It is not an option implying our postulate eq2 gives a
physics theory in contrast to just a math theory. Also we are still on the Z plane since two points
and the origin still define a plane.
E Other Points Are Inside Intervals of Nonzero Measure (Since The Real Numbers Are
Cauchy) Including a second point (“observer”), as for example a point in a Cauchy sequence, to
the eq.2 line element ds’ adds two more degrees of freedom (r’,t’) so (dr+dr’)+(dt+dt’)=2ds’ so
4Dof (For next point outside of ds region see sect.9C). Note that if inside this ds error region
these r’,t’ become random variables allowing coefficients  in dr’r =dr” since dr” is still
random. Note in figure 2 that by adding the second point inside the ds random error interval dr is
split into dr=dr’+dr” and dt is split into dt=dt’+dt”. Given above that dr’ and dt’ are both random
then since the both dr’+dr” add to the same number then dr” (and dt”+dt’=dt) have to be random
as well making all primed components of rrrdr’+ootdt’+... random (See section R below on
the “existence” of these solutions). So given (eq.2) ds’2ds2 and eq.1a we require the Dirac 
coefficients to diagonalize:
ds2(ds’)2((rrrdr’+ootdt’+..)/2)2=rrdr’2+oodt’2+.. (3c)
F Applying The Postulate For This Second Point
Recall the above postulate (eq1) implies ds2 =0 and ds=0 implying line element invariance
ds=(rrrdr’+ootdt’+..) from eq.3c and the uniqueness of equation 2(see section R below).
Note this solution must be the positive component of ds inside of the absolute value |dr+dt|,
given dr+dt=2ds, since ds is a radius here and this ds is not squared. So we multiply this line
element solution by our single dz/ds and use the above required operator formalism (here
/c=1,h=1). This then implies a generally covariant generalization of the Dirac equation that
does not require gauges, our new lepton pde:
/x=(/c)
(4)
See the proof of the covariance of eq.4 in backup section1C below. Note equation 4 is a
requirement of the above mathematics. It is not an option implying our postulate eq2 gives a
physics theory in contrast to just a math theory. Also we are still on the Z plane since two points
and the origin still define a plane.
G Equation 4 Implications Of The ds2 Invariance In Equation 3: ds2=dr2+dt2-dr+dt+2/2
Again <<dr is needed in eq.3 for ds2 invariance. But  does not have to be zero for that to occur.
For example at 135 dr=dt in eq.2, so that ds0, then the two terms -dr+dt in eq.3 cancel
anyway so  can be larger (charged) and still maintain that ds2 invariance. If instead at 45 dr=-dt
in eq. 2 so that ds=0 then the two terms in -dr+dt in equation 3 cannot cancel so  must be
infinitesimal (chargeless). Also the  (H/rH=H/dr) in (t)dr in rr, which added to , defines the
(r invariant) rest mass term.  would not be invariant in the rr if it was a function of r. That
ds=0 light cone invariance 2ds=0= (dr+dr+dt) =dr+dt then obviously implies =0. (Also see
Ch.2 for rotational ambient metric requirement for a local  to be nonzero if ds≠0). Thus at 135
ds 0 so the second point can be inside the error interval ds (variable) noise region. Therefore
dr’,dt’ have to be variables and so dr’+dt’=2ds0. Hence we have derived the nonzero charge 
and mass  electron of equation 4. Again from the equation 3 invariance discussion above, if the
second point is outside ds at 45 we are still on the light cone with ds still zero mass  (and again

chargeless 0) eq.4 neutrino. Note in this z plane the –dt (opposite quadrant) gives the
respective new pde antiparticle. Eq.1a gives 2 dz s for each ds2. Equation 2 gives one dz for each
ds’.
The 45 case (instead of the equation 2 ds) of the ds2 iteration is therefore also on the light cone
since ds=0 implying mass==0 and charge=0. So multiply ds2=dr2+dt2 by dzi (i=r or t
component) where we again must apply the above operator formalism thereby obtaining second
derivatives. (For the consequences of 0 outside this 45 region see section R below). (For the
consequences of 0 outside this 45 region see section R below). That and the corner drdt
invariance (below paragraph) then gives us the Maxwell equations and so the massless,
chargeless photon boson at 45 (appendix C9, Also see figure 3).
But for the ds2 application on the 135-315diagonal the absolute power extremum in |dr+dt|
implies maximum positive dr+dt or maximum negative dr+dt. Thus both +dz and –dz (ie.,dz)
can be used in that ds2dz multiplication since ds is squared and so the minus sign on ds then is
irrelevant. So instead of our dr+/2+dt-2 we have +dr+/2+dt-/2 and –dr-/2-dt+/2 solutions.
Multiply the second equation by -1, then add the two resulting equations, then divide by 2 and
get dr+/4/4+dt-/4/4 so that . So we multiply each of the two ds2 cases (above
|dr+dt| discussion) by its own dz, each with its own rr=1/(1-/r) 1/(1-(±)/r) (sect.16.2)
implying 2 charges -=0, +=2 and so two Proca equation massive W,Z.
Recall from just below equation 3a that 4 dz multiply the dr, 2 dz multiply the ds so we see in
figure 2 that the total area ds2 +4drdt giving us these Proca equations at 135 and also Maxwell’s
equations at 45. (see section 14C for the details of this derivation). Section 9C also shows how
the other allowed option, the above 2 point ds sum over quadrants I and II (instead of in each
quadrant by itself respectively as above), then implies the weak interaction left handededness.
Also from section 1 at 135 given ds=r, dr=H =drE/mec2= hc/(mec2) implying the well known
relation E=hc/ =h. Given that the new pde eq.4 implies =2rH is a wavelength (in the
zitterwebegung oscillation term) we have then also derived the Compton wavelength  implying
given that we can’t take the limit to be smaller than rH at 135. But at 45 for ds=0 we can take
the limit dr0 and dt0 and so localize (this pulse) to a space-time point r,t. Thus drhc/E
does not do anything to the light cone relation ds=0 and yet still dr/dt=c. Therefore  is a
localizable energy on the light cone and we have then derived the well known relation ; dr=H
=drE/mec2= hc/(mec2E/me or E= h energy of the photon. Therefore we have derived the
photon (as observed in shot noise Poisson statistics and the photoelectric effect). See section
11C also.
The figure 2 |dr+dt|2 = (dr+dt-i(dr+dt))(dr+dt+i(dr+dt)) invariance ds () iteration relationship
with ds2 () implies the V-A (since then ½(15)=(±)) generalized 4point interaction. Also if
the mass terms (r) and (t) are 0 (as at 45) then each of the two terms 2A and A are
trivially zero (as at 45) so we have derived the Maxwell equations. Thus our Z plane contains
the electro-weak model WS.
So we indeed are on solid ground (per above introduction statement).
Thus start from the origin of both math and physics, real #1.
Defined algebraicly as z=zz. Add error C to get z=zz+C so with central limit th |dz|2=0.

Note “astronomers are observing from the inside of what particle physicists are studying from
the outside”. ONE object, that new pde electron.
Thus the final conclusion of the model is just as simple as the postulate!
Note this is a unique mapping to the WS on a given Riemann surface since other choices of dr, dt
(eg., ’dr3, ”dr1/2 ) in equations 2 and 3b yield dr,dt powers other than the dr2+dt2 in eq.3b
implying all such other ’,” s have to be zero. In contrast string theory maps to 10500 different
physics theories with possibly some parts of the WS coming out in one of those maps. Here also
the branch cuts and higher order Reimann surfaces yield the strong interaction and gravity
physics (next paragraph). New and interesting physics predicted by this theory in this regime is
being discovered observationally as we speak (see rest of book). For example:
Equation 4 Implications Of The Branch Cut of Reimann Surface Circle Mapping (sect.12c)
In addition the Reimann surface branch cut at r=rH (so time component oo=1-rH/r=0), implies
baryonic stability. Also at r=rH that new pde 2P3/2 state fills first so each lobe of its * 3 lobed
trifolium has average (1/3)e (fractional charge), lobes can’t leave (asymptotic freedom), 6 P
states (6 flavors of quark), P wave scattering (jets). Hence we have derived the strong interaction.
Also the above (ds2)=0 implies relativity (ie.,is a Lorentz transformation requirement sec13c.)
Thus including the branch cut our Z plane contains not only the electro-weak model (previous
section) but the entire Standard Model Of Particle Physics (GSW). Given that C is also an
extremum for the additional points ds these Reimann surfaces actually exist and must also be
fractal (sect.5C). So we have derived a fractal cosmology (eg.,Ch.2,12).
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Summary
So the idea is that we build our theory from scratch, first start with the beginning of the both
mathematics and physics. To do that you
postulate the real number 1
Define it algebraically with actual value
z=zz
(1)
If you continue this way you obtain mathematics which is just algebra and numbers after all.
But we have postulated the "real" number 1 so in reality there is measurement error C so that we
can rewrite eq. 1 as:
z=zz+C
(2)
From equation 2 we obtain theoretical physics instead! (after adding 1+1=2)
How much more of an elegant theoretical physics formulation can there possibly be?
So by defining the simplest concept 1, unity, you define the most complicated object, the
universe.

AppendixA The Other Extrema Results Coming Out Of The Real Constant C and
Equation 1
Here we show why that 45 line is an extremum.for dr+dt on our circle dz=dsei. coming out of
equation 1. Note in the first quadrant for rotations along that circle sign(dr)=-sign(dt). So
(dr+dt) is clearly a maximum (extremum) at 45 since dr+dt=0 there and is more negative on
either side

Figure 1
In contrast in the second quadrant |dr+dt| a maximum at 135.
AppendixB Derivation of dr+dt=ds2 and drdt=Constant Extremas (on the 45-225 and 135-315 diagonals)

Need to construct two such squares, on for each of the two points. Equation 2a implies that the
sum of the ds2 areas over both squares plus the sum of the corner areas (since they are equal in
this geometry) for the 135 extrema case (in our z plane), given the non zero ds2 and so nonzero
mass , the sum of areas (corner and middle ds2 from both squares) yield the Proca equation
(W,Z) with the side length the Dirac equation (electron). At 45 the sum of the areas0 both
squares yield the Maxwell equations (since dr0 and dt0 is allowed). The side length yields
the Dirac equation for the neutrino. Thus figure 2 provides you with a representation of the
whole electro weak model.

Figure 3

Backup Notes Appendix C
1C Proof Of The Covariance Of The New Pde
Recall the explicitly covariant (diagonalized) 4D Pythagorean Theorem
ds2=xxdx2+yydy2+zzdz2+ttdt2
(5)
xx=yy=zz=-1,tt=1 in flat space, Next divide by ds2, define px(1)dx/ds (m1) and obtain:
xxp’x2+yyp’y2+zzp’z2+ttp’t2=1
(6)
To get eq4 we can then linearize like Dirac did (however we leave the ij in. He dropped it). So
(xxxpx+yyypy+zzzpz+itttpt)2 =xxpx2 +yypy2+zzpz2+ttpt2
(7)
So just pull a term out of between the two ( ) brackets in equation 7 and set equal to 1 (given
1*1=1 in eq.6) to get eq.7 in 4D and divide by ds
xxxpx+yyypy+z zzpz+itttpt =1
and multiply both sides of that result by the  and write this linear form of equation 4 as its own
equation:
xxxpx+yyypy+zzzpz+itttpt=
(8)
Define k from kp, 2/k, 2mc2/h=1, h=1,c=1 here. In section 1 we derived the operator
formalism k=px=-id/dx (recall from eq.3a that this derivative is covariant) thereby inserting
derivatives of  into this term. You then obtain: xxx/x+yyy/y+z
zz/z+ittt/ct= or multiplying both sides by i we finally obtain (tit where the
above sum is over the : x1=x, x2=y, x3=z,ct=x4):
/x=(/c).
(9)
which is our new pde (equ. 4 above also). All we have done (eq.9) is rewrite equation 5, which
is a diagonalized explicitly covariant 4D Pythagorean theorem (without the square in eq.7). Also
note the eq.3a first derivative is covariant. So equation 9, our new pde, is also covariant. The
Dirac equation (eq.9 minus the ) is already Lorentz covariant and including the  and the
general covariance of the first derivative eq.3a makes that equation (eq.9) generally covariant. It
is not correct to just plug in the covariant derivatives into the Dirac equation without including
the . Note that other exponents of dr and dt (eg,dr3,dr4,etc) would not result in the quadratic
form of equation 3a and equation 5. Thus the ds’ (=(dr+dt)/2) and ds2 (=dr2+dt2) are the most
general results of equation 2.
Note only one charge e and one mass me (the electron) is needed in equation 4 (note in Ch.3 in
those 2P3/2 states of these particles at r=rH create the baryons and mesons). So in a given electric
field (note from section 1 that rH  charge for Nth fractal scale) there is only one acceleration as

in the classic N+1 th fractal scale rH GR gravity (equivalence principle for two separate masses
eg., Galileo’s Tower of Pisa gravity experiment). Thus we are allowed to also write an electric
field equivalence principle and the associated ij metric coefficients.
In summary, given x=xxx’, y=yyy’, (xr,yt) in the covariant Pythagorean theorem
H2=x2+y2=(ax+by)2=(distance)2, then linearization means to instead solve ax+by=H. Squaring
H by definition then gives the same result (with correct a and b Dirac Clifford algebra gamma
matrices and  being a metric) as the explicitly covariant Pythagorean result, making both
covariant. The only difference with the Pythagorean theorem result is that we have the additional
well known –H component which, as is also well known in Dirac equation theory, does nothing
to harm this covariance. That  metric formulation in equation 9 is discussed in section7 below.
Equation 4 Written Using Curvilinear Coordinate Substitution
For a spherical symmetry we can without loss of generality replace rsind with dy, rd with dz,
cdt with dt”as in ds2=-dr2-r2sin2d2-r2d2+c2dt2-dx2-dy2-dz2+dt”2. Thus here
[(rr)dr]=-i[(rr)(d/dr)] replaces the old operator formalism result (dr)=-id/dr in the old
Dirac equation allowing us to then multiply by the same  s in r[(rr)dr]=-ir[(rr)(d/dr)].
So using this substitution we can use the same Dirac x,y, z,t s that are in the old Dirac
equation:
dr=dr
gives r[(rr)dr] =-ir[(rr)(d/dr)]=
-ix[(rr)(d/dr)]
rd=dy
gives [()dy] =-i[()(d/dy)]= -iy[()(d/dy)]
rsind=dz gives [()dz] =-i[()(d/dz)]= -iz[()(d/dz)]
cdt=dt”
gives t[(tt)dt”] =-it[(tt)(d/dt”)] = -it[(tt)(d/dt”)]
For example for the old method (without the ii for a spherically symmetric diagonalizable
metric):
ds2={xdx+ydy+zdz+tcdt}2=dx2+dy2+dz2+c2dt2 then goes to
ds2={x[(xx)dx]+y[(yy)dy]+z[(zz)dz]+t[(tt)dt]}2=xxdx2+yydy2+zzdz2+c2ttdt2
and so we can then derive the same Clifford algebra (of the  s) as for the old Dirac equation
with the terms in the square brackets (eg.,[(xx)dx]) replacing the old dx in that derivation.
Also is here there is a spherical symmetry so there is no loss in generality in picking the x direction to be r at any
given time since there is no  or  dependence on the metrics like there is for r.

Uniqueness of dr+dt=ds2 at 45 extrema in the (rdr+tdt+..)2=dr2+dt2+..=ds2
Diagonalization
One standard model applies to each Reimann surface with CP violation and gravity being results
of other Reimann surfaces. Other extremas such 1dr3+2dr½ +…(instead of the above
rdr+tdt+..) imply that for example 1 =0 and 2 =0 anyway to satisfy the diagonalization
condition. Also setting a polynomial of the errant powers (eg.dr3) to zero creates inconsistencies
in the values of the s. (There may be a way with this polynomial method I have not found). In
any case this uniqueness of the Dirac equation choice of extrema may be the ultimate reason why
the Standard Model of Particle Physics GSW is unique (where it applies) given that this is a first
principles derivation of theoretical physics. This also shows that our theory does not over predict
since we had to drop those errant powers (e.g., dr3).
No Need For A Dirac Sea
The electron solution to the equation 4 pde has the first point on the 135 diagonal and the
second point on the 315 diagonal where –dt means the antiparticle. (bottom of p.94 Bjorken and
Drell derivation of the free particle propagator. Note the electron is at 135 -dr,dt and the

positron is at 315 dr’,-dt’ which means formally they are not in the same location (which is the
implicit presumption anyway for the usual free space particle solutions to the Dirac equation). In
that regard note that dr/(1-rH/r)=dr’, rH=2e’e/mec2 so that different e’ leads to different dr’
positions. Thus perturbation theory (eg.,Fermi’s gold rule) cannot lead to the electron
spontaneously dropping into a negative energy state since such states are not collocated for a
given solutions to a single Dirac equation (other positrons from other Dirac equation solutions
can always wonder in from the outside but that is not the same thing). Thus the Dirac sea does
not have to exist to explain why the electron does not decay into negative energy states.
2C Klein Paradox
Recall that rr=1/(1-rH/r) in the new pde eq.9. Recall that for the ordinary Dirac equation that
the reflection (Rs) and transmission (Ts) coefficients at an abrupt potential rise are:
Rs= ((1-)/1+))2 and Ts=4/(1+)2 where =p(E+mc2)/k2(E+mc2-V) assuming k2
(ie.,momentum on right side of barrier) momentum is finite.. Note in section1 dr’2=rrdr2 and
pr=mdr/ds in the new pde so pr=(rr)p=(1/.(1-rH/r))p and the huge values of the rest of the
numerator and denominator cancel out with some left over finite number. Therefore for the
actual abrupt potential rise at r=rH we find that pr goes to infinity so Rs=1 and Ts=0.as expected.
Thus nothing makes it through the huge barrier at rH thereby resolving the Klein paradox: there is
no paradox anymore with the new pde. Therefore the new pde applies to the region inside the
Compton wavelength just as much as anywhere else. So if you drop the rr in the new pde all
kinds of problems occur inside the Compton wavelength such as more particles moving to the
right of the barrier than as were coming in from the left, hence the Klein paradox(4)
(4) O.Klein, Z. Physik, 53,157 (1929)
So by adopting the new pde (eq.9) instead of the old 1928 Dirac equation you make the Dirac
equation self consistent at all scales and so find no more paradoxes.
3C r Domain Reimann surfaces
Branch Cut: Note that ij is a tensor only if as 90, dr0, so that rrH in
dr’2=1/(1-rH/r)dr2=rrdr2.
Here we note some more consequences of these Reimann surfaces and that new pde.
r<rH. Lower Reimann surface. So this new pde implies a Heisenberg equation of motion
(e.q.,11.2) observable for the outside observer r=roeit). Using the separation of variables of that
equation 4 pde we show in chapter 19 that in E=h=E=1/oo=1/(1-rH/r). So if r<rH then i
so that
r=roet
(10).
Note the second time derivative of equation 10 is a acceleration. So we have a cosmological
accelerating expansion. Object B is seen from the standpoint of object A to be heavy because of
its ultrelativistic motion. On the rH boundary where momentum p is well known (p0) so that x
is not well known (since xph) so the contraction begins since this is also the beginning of the
contraction stage for the outside observer who sees the r=roeit (Note near the transition point
cos=e so space-time appears flat (de Sitter) then to the comoving observer). Thus red shifts
change to blue shifts at this time. Doing a radial coordinate transformation of the Ziie2 source
(Ch.12) to the coordinate system commoving with this cosmological (Riemann surface)
expansion gives us the old Zoo plus a new zoo allowing ansatz zoo=Goo=Einstein tensor source
term giving us a precision calculation of the Newtonian gravitational constant G. Mass
eigenvalues are calculated in section 12C from the effect of the fractalness on the ambient
metric.

Adding The Second Point In The Allowed Ways.
Allowed Ways: They Must Be On Our Extrema Lines and Fill The Ground State First
The Result Is The World Line Representation For The Decay Channels
Note for the 45 -235 diagonal the ds=0 so that the diagonal line is Lorentz contracted to the
horizontal axis. After we next convert the pde’s to Green’s functions time propagators we then
have our world line. We still have the light cone ds 0 at the 45 neutrino. Note also the V-A
connection between the ds2 plane and the ds plane. So our diagonal(s) X on our Z plane are
really the Fermi 4 point interaction world lines derived here from first principles.

Figure 4
Add Second Point In The Allowed Ways, IE., On The Extrema Lines And Fill Ground
State First
Add second point to obtain r’,t’ variables (section 1) so these diagrams no longer need to
represent just a single point on a given diagonal. Since ds=0 along the 45deg diagonal you can
then do a Lorentz contraction of the time axis to obtain a world line, Feynman diagram.
The Maxwell equation Green's function then does the 45 ds2 line  propagation (also need that
corner extrema drdt=K, fig2). The ds2=0 and so the resulting zero mass gives the long range
aspect of that force. Also that ds=0 implies a large gamma Lorentz time contraction and so we
can rewrite this 45 line along the horizontal axis thereby redrawing it as a Feynman diagram.
At 135 the ds2 is not zero and so there is  mass (section 1) and so we have a Proca equation
with short range Yukawa force dominating, where the range of the force is a function of 1/mass.
Thus we end up with that Fermi interaction G coupling. Thus to obtain these channel amplitudes
use the differential cross-section associated with these pdes. The answers are well known (from
old GSW work).
By using three ultrarelativistic 2P3/2 electrons at r=rH with additional 2P1/2 state electron we are
essentially moving the lower Reimann surface (M-1) scale branch cut there. Recall three

ultrarelativistic particles (two positrons, 1 electron can be a bound state even if the positron and
electron occasionally annihilate since the presence of the ultrarelativistic (heavy) third particle
makes this process virtual, you don't even observe it occur).
How To Use Above Universal Fundamental Interaction Diagram
The second intermediate point always exists in any given bounded set (by that ds) so since the
radial ds lines coincide. So the neutrino and photon area always associated as well as the electron
and the W and Z with implications for equation 16.7. For a second point outside the bounded set,
in a separate quadrant let’s say, we need to set up the diagram with inward and outward arrows
as in an elementary electronics Kirchoff’s point law application. For example for the second
vertex of the charge exchange weak interaction is v+e=W allowed because charge 0+e=e and for
angular momentum ½+½=1. If instead +e and –e you get 0= e-e and ½+½=1 giving the particle
antiparticle annihilation diagram.. Also the branch cut intersection with the second Riemann
surface at 90 is mentioned below. The 45 ds2 line intersection on that upper surface
intersection with the lower 135 ds line (electron) gives the electron it’s gravity.
r=rH Branch cut mentioned above at 2P3/2.
Also given this ultrarelativistic electron (needed to obtain the proton mass) at rH the field lines
must be Fitzgerald contracted to a flat “plate” and thus be high density, thus explaining the
strength of the ‘strong’ force. Given a central (negative) electron the two outer positron 2P3/2
state plates (at 120) only intersect at the center and so don’t see each other at all and so don’t
repel each other, explaining why the proton is still a bound state even though the two positive
positrons are both inside rH.
The ultrarelativistic motion implies large plate magnetic fields and along with the (6) P state
then we have a large Paschen Back (PB) effect. The m=3/2 (t,top) substate is very high energy
(in PB) thereby solving the hierarchy problem (section 3.2). Possible (but low probability)
positron electron annihilation inside rH also implies, given the momentum transfer to the third
particle with strong field plate and large mass (quadruply differential cross-section), that the
resulting gamma ray will be short lived and pair creation will occur almost immediately within
rH, replacing the previous pair immediately. So this is a virtual annihilation-creation process
inside rH, implying that this two positron-single electron state is stable (yet another reason for
baryon stability). Also at the r=rH branch cut (where there is another extrema) the corner
extrema disappears (see figure 2) so we have a Klein Gordon field equation and thus (in a force
context) exchange spin 0 objects (e.g., mesons) instead of the electroweak spin 1.
Note only one charge and one mass is needed in equation 4 in these 2P3/2 states at r=rH to create
the baryons and mesons. So in a given electric field there is only one acceleration like in the
classic GR equivalence principle. Thus we are allowed to write an equivalence principle and
those resulting ij metric coefficients.
Adding Second Point In Allowed Ways: On The Extrema Lines And Ground State First
And Nearest Energy Point And In The First And Second Quadrant
To singlet filled state 1S½ point 1 and 2 arc length dse in the second quadrant (for additional 
energy level of object B) we are allowed to start adding points by adding a second arc length dse
spin½ in the first quadrant. Since dse0 anyway it is required. Do the same thing for the  and
 multiplets. For example the e multiplets are automatically paired (section 9C) in a isotropic
homogenous space time in the ground state. Then the fill the rest of the states consequitively.
So (e+e)+(+)+(+1)=. Thus we have the neutrino, electron neutrino multiplets.
For e+e between two plates Ee+p=0 for homogenous and isotropic space time. (section

9C). So E=-p with the negative sign implying a left handed neutrino (in weak interactions).
Also for two nearby conducting plates the neutrinos can leave (since their cross–section is so
low) but the E&M (standing waves) has to remain implying less energy between the plates and
so a attractive force between them (Casimir effect). Or we could fill states by starting from
quadrant 1 and going directly up to the  since  energy is so small it is necessarily the next
energy state to be filled. Then we go on to the  neutrino in the same way: e++1 =. In
this case recall that in the presence of a nonisotropic non homogenous space time we can raise
the neutrino energy to the  and repeat and get the muon neutrino with mass
mo=(3km/1AU)me=.01eV(for solar metric inhomogeneity. See Ch.4 section on homogenous
isotropic space time).
In conclusion neutrinos can couple with other neutrinos e++1 = and also the neutrinos
are also associated with their respective leptons (e+e)+(+)+(+1)=.

Figure 4
For example electrons are coupled to their neutrinos and single neutrinos can transform into
other neutrinos. In that late case E=(p2c2+mo2c4)=E=E(1+(mo2c4/2E’)). E’Epc>>moc2;
=ei(t-kx) with k=p/h=E/(hc). Set h=1,c=1 so =ei(t-kx)eixmo^2/2E’. Given e++1 =
electron neutrinos can then transform into muon neutrinos.
Composite System |1>|2>|3>
It is well known that (and also implied by the new pde) for the composite system of two
electrons |1>|2> you get, from the analysis of the invariance of the resulting Casimir operator J2,
the resulting state |JA,JB,J,M> with combined operator JA+JB=J. Using the resulting Clebsch
Gordon coefficients we find the decomposition 22=31, m=1,0,-1 ortho triplet state and
singlet para state, which indeed are very well known (eg., Zeeman or Paschen Back line
splitting). But for a third spin 1/2 particle we have |1>|2>|3> and so the Clebsch Gordon
coefficients imply the decomposition (22)2=(32)(12)=422 so that three spin 1/2
particles group together into four spin 3/2 and only two spin 1/2.s, 6 states altogether. Note
then the majority 3/2 (trifolium core) states!
Recall also that the 2P3/2 solution to new pde at r=rH gives trifolium shape, fills first.
Also those ultrarelativistic plates contain such large B fields that the Paschen Back effect at r=rH
splits the above states 6 P (22)2 states into the 6 udscbt states (flavors). The P lobes can't

leave (asymptotic freedom) and P wave scattering implies the jets. Also the two positron plates
only cross at the central electron position hence they don't repel and we thus are allowed a bound
state even with two positrons (see Ch.3).

Single Electron Probability (trifolium statistics):
A single electron in the trifolium implies that on average each of the 3 trifolium lobes has (1/3)e
charge. (hence the origin of hyperon fractional charge).
Multiparticle Electron Probability:
For two positrons and one electron the probability of seeing a +(2/3)e lobe is twice that of seeing
a -(1/3)e lobe ((2/3,2/3,-1/3 or uud). C and b are the ½ state components of (22)2.
For two positrons, an electron and an outlier electron the probability of seeing a -(1/3)e lobe is
twice as high as a +(2/3)e lobe.(-1/3,-1/3,2/3 or ddu. The mass eigenvalus are gotten from the
above Paschen Back mechanism associated with those plate fields.
Hence we have derived quark theory from a new pde that only contains one type of particle. e,+e.
In summary the new pde 2P3/2 at r=rH puts us on a ds line element extrema (in fig.2). Note if we
move away in angle from a extrema line ds is no longer invariant and so the rate of change
(ie.,the variation) of dr+dt is not zero anymore.
Its "constancy" goes away so that dr+dt=ds2 no longer describes a particle that exists in both
space (and for some) time!
Actually this is the ultimate explanation for why particles and fields “exist” at all!
(nonzero mass requires that the N+1 scale nearby objects to provide inertia, The existence of a
3body also requires the plates, and quadruply differential cross-section to have stability.
In addition to the P state solutions to the new pde there are the 1S½ states muon, and 2S½ tauon.
Integrating the Fitzgerald contraction in the P state gives (cosv/c)
rH(1-cos2)cosd=rHsincosd=rHsin2/2=rH/2
so contraction by only a factor of 2. But a S½ state doesn’t rotate so there is simple Fitzgerald
contraction by a factor of 1836X
This explains why leptons appear to be point particles and baryons aren’t!
In our new pde J=0 through LS spin-orbit coupling so the three spin½s and the L=1 add to a
minimum 1-½-½+½ =½ =S for the proton. Need Frobenius solution (Ch.19) to obtain particle
hyperon eigenvalues.
r>rH Lower Reimann surface. The third term in the Taylor expansion of (above)
E=1/oo=1/(1-rH/r) gives a new energy term (3/8)(rH/r)2=V in E= 2,0,0*V2,0,0d that
replaces the need for the higher order Feynman diagrams, gets the Lamb shift E directly,
without the need to add and subtract those infinities as in the mainstream method and still obtain
the QED precision (Sect.17.4, 18.1).
Note * is implied to be a probability density since dr and dt in (dx/ds)=-id/dx were defined
to be uncertainties themselves. Recall in the above we added the observer second point possibly
within the error region (wiggle region) and were able only then to define the wave function .
Thus ”the wave function collapsed to the observed value when we introduced the observer” in
the nontrivial 4D case. Hence we have derived the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum
mechanics context for QED as well.

Why 4Degrees Of Freedom?
Recall the solution z=zz+C for real C is a z in a 2D complex plane and those three points
(including the origin) gave us that WS physics including even the Copenhagen interpretation
above, when we added the second point so that: (dr,dt) +(dr’,dt’)=4D. But 3 points still defines a
plane (our z plane) and so with 4degrees of freedom we are at the limit. A third point could be
out of the plane so our 4degrees of freedom appear to be the limit for our 2D planar theory. Also
from eq.1a variances add so many such planes have a net variance superposition. We could then
have a common 4D origin (and common next higher scale Riemann surface) for all of them to
keep our net variance 4D as well. So we have derived the 4D nature of space time here.

4C Realistic Error C So Central Limit Error That Includes Both Systematic And Random
Errors
We can postulate anything we want here but it should still be stated that a realistic
“measurement” error implies the intuitively simplest starting point is a real positive 1
(ie.,Relz=1) algebraicly defined by z=zz (so for example this rules out z=zzz, not as simple).
Also a small real error implies a real C (for C<1/4 z is real) that includes central limit (theorem)
finite real variance 2 including (both random and) systematic errors so with constant mode
possibly of z>1. So near (mode z)-1=dzo where the probability P(z) of finding a given dz in a
given measurement peaks (at dzo), the real number positive variance in measured z values is
then 2=|dz|2=0 for some dz=dzo. This is then what we define to be this “real” error. This is
the most general error (there just has to be a peak in P(z) somewhere) with the fewest possible
artificial constraints on C
making this (z=zz+Ceq.7) a first principles derivation of theoretical physics.
So a realistic error C is a measurement error in addition to being a real number and comes from
the most general probability distribution that peaks (possibly even around a systematic error
value), such as for a bell shaped curve P(dz) as is implied by the central limit theorem. This
systematic error might be due to a slit, as in single slit diffraction for a narrow slit, where the
uncertainty-error C is then a measure of the diffraction pattern width eg., Rayleigh length, see
section 10C). Note the , (used in defining the limit in calculus) here defines regions of
nonzero probability (eg.,of our picking the given  for which |x-xo|<) in our application. So 
more likely is in the variance oval along the circle (for ds2, other  s have near zero probability)
whereas  is more likely in the variance oval along the radius for the orthogonal ds’ (section 1B).
We can only say then that most probably ds2=ds’2. So the peak C can in general be taken to be a
real constant error bound given the possibility of these types of systematic error. This is what we
mean by realistic error C. Even in the below Mandelbrot set application (and that http simulation
in section 5C) we actually only use the real z line results at -2 so the end result C we use is still
a real number!
C is the most general real error possible which is a necessity here if we are to have a single
succinct postulate, without qualifiers which would themselves amount to new postulates Also
there are other ways of introducing this error C such as z-C=(z-C1)(z-C2)+C3 for real Cs. But
they all lead to a quadratic equation which in general has a complex solution which is the main
result coming out of equation 1. Also even z=zN+C (as a substitution into z=zz+C), where N is
an arbitrary integer, leads to an equation with a complex plane solution z.

Also given C is the most general error (to be realistic) C itself could have an uncertainty on it
allowing that infinitesimal  on the z plane at 135 given C|dz|dr). Thus C itself
can have infinitesimal imaginary components in that iteration of z on the complex plain (we
derived) in zN+1=zNzN+C (thus CCC). Since we can allow dz to wiggle around (inside the
error bar C, so |dz|<C, for a particular C within CC) we can construct a Markov iterative chain
of (zN+1=zNzN+C) inside the error bar bounded limit CC allowing at least a small component
on C called C. The CCs are then Julia sets that give a bounded iterated zN for any N,
including N=infinity, then are subsets of the Mandelbrot set.
5C Iteration Alternative To Equation 1 For Regions Smaller Than ds Error Bound
So given C is an extremum bound it allows C1<C to wiggle around in this Z plane. This implies a
Mandelbrot set (sect.1.5) generator iteration zN+1=zN*zN+C1 interpretation of equation 1
z=zz+C
Thus the C1 is complex and allowed to wiggle inside the ds error region (sect.1.5). This results in
a 1040XrH scale jump repetition. (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jGaio87u3A) which is
then a fractalness of the Reimann surface branch cut rH jump and only occurs in the
neighborhood of the r axis extrema at r= -2 (see section 4C) which is on the circle where
Relz=1 at 45. Note this is the only location on the Mandelbrot set that intersects a figure 2
extrema on the circle. Note that these Mandelbrot sets jump in angle at smaller and smaller
scales as expected from the earlier discussion of extrema at certain angles. These Reimann
surfaces are fractal because of the rH scale changes after  goes through these branch cuts.

Figure 5
(sect.5C) as implied by the above simulation. Note these are rotations through branch cuts in our
dz=dsei Z plane so that the Reimann surfaces are fractal scales. Also note at -2-1.414 we are
in the neighborhood of the Feigenbaum point -1.401155 which is known to have selfsimilar
Mandelbrot sets (section R below). Note on the next smaller Mandelbrot set (bottom middle
Mandelbrot set in above figure5) dscos45 is the baseline (ie., what we see) must be set to 1
since these sets are selfsimilar and our extremas are on the (45) diagonals. So in the baseline rH
diagram at the above =45 that oo=(dr/dr’)2=(dr/(dr))2=1/(1)2 since dr=1=r=1 here at the
baseline. Note for a given fractal manifold 2 (possibly the area of Mandelbrot set), the curvature
scalar (R=2/rH2) metric density (1/R)/2 =constant. Note by allowing C to be on a Julia set (and

not just the one value at ds) we still have those uncorrelated random variances as in the Markov
chain application below.
Markov Chain Consequences
This wiggling around inside C error region also implies a dZ that is the sum of the total number
of all possible individual dz as in a Markov chain (In that regard recall that the Schrodinger
equation free particle Green’s function propagator mathematically resembles Brownian motion
Bjorken and Drell). Recall dt can get both a (1-v2/c2) Lorentz boost (with the nonrelativistic
limit being 1-v2/2c2 +…) and a 1-rH/r=oo contraction time dilation effects here. We also note the
alternative (doing all the physics at the point ds at 45) of allowing C>C1 to wiggle around
instead between ds limits mentioned above results in a Markov chain.
dZ=dz=eiddc=eidt/sodc= eidt/(1-v^2/c^2)oo/sods’ds.. In the nonrelativistic limit this result
thereby equals ekeikdt(v^2-k/r)= eik(T-V)dtds’ds… =eiSds’ds dz1+dz2+.. 1+2+.many more s
(note S is the classical action) and so integration over all possible paths ds not only deriving the
Feynman path integral but also Everett’s alternative (to Copenhagen) many worlds (i.e., those
above many s in s1+2+.) interpretation of quantum mechanics.
Thus we have derived both the Many Worlds and Copenhagen interpretations (sect.3C) of
quantum mechanics (why they both work) and also have derived the Feynman path integral.
In regard to the Copenhagen interpretation if we then stop our analysis at the quantum
mechanical EPR -cos polarization result we will not get the nonlocality (But if instead we
continue on and (ad hoc) try for a more general hidden variable theory we get the nonlocaltity).
Note we have derived Everett’s famous (a,b,t)=n(a)n(b,t) equation in this fractal context if
 is the Dirac eigenfunction of the next higher fractal scale and  the Dirac eigenfunction of the
N th fractal scale. In a fractal universe the inside and outside observers are the same. As
astronomers we are inside and as particle physicists we are on the outside. For the outside
observer looking inside there is that Markov chain of all possibilities (Everett’s many worlds)
that gave us that Mandelbrot zn+1=znzn+Cn. Iteration. As the inside observer he picks our
observed wavefunction  and so gets the QM. In that way Everett avoids the collapse of the
wavefunction that implies the nonlocality and still keeps the QM correlations.
Recall our fractal theory leads to a Dirac eigenstate  on each fractal scale.
Note the N+1 fractal scale observer notes the Markov chain possibilities inside ds=rH.

6C The New Pde And The Zitterbewegung: Does The Zitterbewegung Even Exist?
Recall also that the mainstream says that working in the Schrodinger representation and starting
with the average current (from Dirac eq. (p-mc)(x)=0) assumption and so equation 2 gives
J(+)=(+)tc(+)d3x . Then using Gordon decomposition of the currents and the Fourier
superposition of the b(p,s)u(p,s)e-ipuxu/h solutions (b(p,s) is a normalization constant of td3x.)
to the free particle Dirac equation(2) we get for the observed current (u and v have tildas):
Jk=d3p{±s [|b(p,s)|2+|d(p,s)|2]pkc2/E +i±s,±s’b*(-p,s’)d*(p,s)e2ixp/h u(-p,s’)k0v(p,s)
- i±s,±s’b(-p,s’)d(p,s)e-2ixp/h v(-p,s’)k0u(-p,s).
(8)
(2) E.Schrodinger, Sitzber.Preuss.Akad.Wiss.Physik-Math.,24,418 (1930)
Thus we can either set the positive energy v(p,s) or the negative energy u(p,s) equal to zero and
so we no longer have a e2ixp/h zitterbewegung contribution to Ju, the zitterbewegung no longer
can be seen. Thus we have derived the mainstream idea that the zitterbewegung does not exist.
But if we continue on with this derivation we can also show that the zitterbewegung does exist if
the electron is in a confined space(3) of about a Compton wavelength in width, so that a nearby
confining wall exists then.
(3) Bjorken and Drell, Relativistic Quantum Mechanics, PP.39, eq.3.32, (1964)
But in this fractal theory (section 1) the electron on some very small scale also is made up of
even smaller components, it is a composite of many observers. Thus we have our confined space
with the Compton wavelength created by the space of these fractal observers and so the
zitterbewegung does exist (section 9C). Note the Klein paradox (see above section 2) does not
occur with our new pde so we can still use the pde within the Compton wavelength. Thus in the
observer coordinates the zitterbewegung exists.
7C The Continuity Of Curved Space Time: GR
rr and oo respectively are the real and imaginary components of the dz=rrdr+ioodt in our
Z plane (discussed in section 1) and so are each 1 dimensional. Therefore they are trivially
covariant (covariant with themselves) as in each of the simple coordinate transformations
dr’=rrdr and dt’=oodt. Also each of these two equalities represents trivial diffeomorphisms

(the function and its inverse are both differentiable), where rrH, This is not possible without the
continuity of curved space time. (https://www.princeton.edu/...Diffeomorphism html)
since diffeomorphisms require the continuity of both the slope and function. Also because of the
corner extrema (fig2) we have drdt=rrdroodt =constant in figure 2 so1=rroo or rr=1/oo.
This is the same relation as in the GR Schwarzchild metric which is a well known covariant
expression in 4D. Note that the , are flat space coordinates associated with that second point
inside that ds error region in section 1. Therefore changing them (through a dyadic tensor
transformation let’s say) does not change the physics just as in the Schwarzschild metric thereby
making them dummy place holders that we can do whatever we want with including arbitrary
dyadic transformations. Thus this new pde is also covariant in 4D just as in the Schwarzschild
metric. Also note from section 3 that we have a single proper motion mass (and charge). So the
equivalence principle associated with our metric oo=1-rH/r, rH=2e2/mec2 is trivially realized:
since here all masses (trivially) fall at the same rate through the same electric field (instead of
gravity field as in Galileo’s Tower of Pisa experiment) since they are all the same mass and
charge! So we also, just as in Galileo’s case, have an “equivalence” of accelerating frame effects
and force which implies that there is a metric gij as in in ds2=gijdxidxj .
8C This (section 6) Zitterbewegung Result Is Important In General Relativity
Note we are within the Compton wavelength of the next higher fractal scale new pde (we are
inside of rH). Also our new pde does not exhibit the Klein paradox within the Compton
wavelength (because of the ij s) or anywhere else so our new pde is valid there also. Note for
r<rH then E=h=E=1/oo=1/(1-rH/r) and therefore this square root is imaginary and so i 
in the Heisenberg equations of motion. Therefore r=roeit becomes instead r=roet (that
accelerating cosmological expansion) which is observable zitterbewegung motion since t does
not cancel out in * in that case and again we are within the Compton wavelength and so even
according to the Bjorken&Drell PP.39 criteria the zitterbewegung therefore exists.
Also note in the above continuity discussion we have derived GR from our theory.
From Chapter 4 this zitterbewegung (de Donder harmonic motion (2) ) plays a much more
important role in general relativity(GR) The reason is that General Relativity has ten equations
(e.g., R=0) and 10 unknowns g. But the Bianchi identities (i.e.,
R;+R;+R;=0) drop the number of independent equations to 6. Therefore the four
equations (ie., (-), =0) of the (zitterbewegung) harmonic condition fill in the four degrees
of freedom needed to make GR 10 equations R=0 and 10 unknown g. We thereby do not
allow the gauge formulations that give us wormholes or other such arbitrary, nonexistent
phenomena. In that regard this de Donder harmonic gauge (equivalent condition) is what is used
to give us the historically successful theoretical predictions of General Relativity such as the
apsidal motion of Mercury and light bending angle around the sun seen in solar eclipses. So the
harmonic ‘gauge’ is not an arbitrary choice of “gauge”. It is not a gauge at all actually since it is
a physically real set of coordinates: the zitterbewegung oscillation harmonic coordinates.
(3) John Stewart (1991), “Advanced General Relativity”, Cambridge University Press, ISBN 0521-44946-4
9C Z plane 2D Implications (again)
Recall this theory applies to a 2D complex Z plane with that ds projection (new 4D pde) line on
its diagonal extrema both of which together define our vacuum state. Note for 2D for a
homogenous and isotropic gij we have R-½gR= 0  source since in 2D R=½gR
identically (Weinberg, pp.394) with =0, 1... Note the 0 (=Etotal the source) and we have thereby

proven the existence of a net zero energy density vacuum. Thus our 2D theory implies the
vacuum is really a vacuum!
Recall our point could be inside the ds interval (quadrant I). Also from the new pde equation
E=1/oo =rr energy.
Add Second Point Outside Of ds To Complete The Derivation
In section 1 we added the second point inside the ds region. But we are must add it to the outside
of the 45 (neutrino) ds region since ds at 45 is infinitesimally small. So we can take the second
point ds at 135 (electron) as infinitesimally small and still stay in the neighborhood of 45. But
this is vacuum sum since the second point still is outside ds (so no ) thus Ee+Ev=Etotal=0 given
the above section 2D result ensuring also that the electron Ee can exchange energy (with the E
neutrino) as in a metric quantization case (eq.13,ch.23) ensuring a constant mass electron and
metric quantization). Therefore (EM+p)=0. Thus EM=-p so that the neutrino p is negative
given the positive energy EM electron. Note the negative sign in this chirality implies a left
handed neutrino from a high density neutron region let’s say. Thus the weak interaction results
from there being an underlying 2D plane, our Z plane. Thus the zero energy vacuum and left
handedness of the neutrino in the weak interaction are only possible in this 2D equation 1 Z
plane. Also a non isotropic homogenous space time makes the above source nonzero so gives
this particle a small imaginary mass since r<rH in that square root.
The Corner Extrema drdt=k
Define v frome q.4 |t|v. Here we use ansatz ii=eiAi/vi (or the Fourier series sum).
Also recall from (the corner area invariance of figure 2) that from drdt=rrdr’oodt’
=constant so that rroo is a constant. So at ds2 in the first quadrant 45deg we again can do a
variation (drdt)=0 with respect to time as in the classical mechanics Hamilton’s principle. So
we have (oorr)=0=((oorr)/t)dt =((oo/t)rr)dt +((rr/t)oo)dt =((ooiAo/ct)rr)dt+
(rriAr/vr)(dr/dt)oodt= (oo(iAo/ct)rrdt+ (rr(iAr/r)oodt. Multiplying both sides by
1/(coorridt) always gives us: Ao/ct + Ar/r=0 or
A=0.
(9C1)
2
2
2
Next multiply both sides of ds dr +dt at 45 (in figure 2) by space or time component dzr (of
dz) with the same eiAi/vi ansatz as above since rr multiplies the drdt and the ds2. Thus using the
operator formalism we obtain kkeiAi/vi =0 which then is
2A=0.
(9C2)
So we then have the Maxwell equations (Lorentz gauge formalism 2A=0, A=0 in free
space). Note the gauge condition in GR generalized Heisenberg equations of motion k e = ½ k
e  ) can be written as (with g e  e ) for :

1
'
= k 1e11  k 2 e22  k 3 e33  k 0 e00 =ke
(9C3)
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The Dirac equation for ki =  k i =0 comprises one set of solutions of this term. k  k   0

(analogous to linearizing the Klein Gordon equation to obtain the Dirac equation). Thus these k
3

k s can be substituted into the left side to make it zero because  k  
 0

3

k


0

i

=0 for the Dirac

equation and again we are left with the Maxwell equation condition A=0 By using the Dirac
equation then we have annulled the condition used to show GR is spin 2.

10C Equation 1 C>1/4 and C<1/4 Implications For Pair Creation And Annihilation
Note that if C<1/4 in equation 1 (dz=(-b(b2-4AC))/2A, A=1, b=1) the two points are close
together and time disappears since dz is then real for the neighborhood of the origin where
opposite charges can exist along the 135 line. So we are off the 45 diagonal and therefore the
equation 2 extrema does not apply. So the eq.2 fermions disappear and we have only that
original second boson derivative ds2=0 circle (2A=0, A=0) Maxwell equations. So when
two fundamental fermions are too near the origin and so get too close together (ie., dr=dr’,
dt=dt’) you only have a boson and the fermions disappear. So we have explained particleantiparticle annihilation from first principles. In contrast two fermions of equal charge require
energies on the order of 100GeV to get this close together in which case they also generate
bosons in the same way and again the fermions do disappear from existence. You then generate
the W and the Z bosons (since above sect.4.11 nonweak field kk=Proca equation term) .

11C Equation 1 Implications for C>>1/4
The magnitude of C (uncertainty) is also important in wave particle duality. We can for example
make C a measure of how well known the position of the wave front is as in how narrow the
single slit is in the single slit diffraction experiment. As C gets small, less than ¼, we drop to the
r axis away from the first derivative ds diagonal since z=[1((-12-4C)]/2=(z-1) +1dz+1 (from
eq.1) then becomes real. So as C gets small the cross term drdt (corner extrema) is also zero so
you have a pure ds2 wave (using eq.3a) without the transversality (of single spin 1 particle,
photon) creation and annihilation (second quantization) operators and so no Bremsstrahlung
(which is why electrons in stable orbitals don’t radiate) and at 135 allowing also for minimal
uncertainty Schrodinger equation wave packets (i.e., particles). Also for big C we hang out near
45 (and 135) much longer since it requires an infinite C to have purely imaginary z and so to
obtain just the time axis. Also the dr2+dt2=ds2 circle size constrains us from going to infinity. So
the particle (diagonal) nature (e.g., magnetic moments) disappears for small C. But the ds2 wave
equation still holds even off the diagonals. So we have proven wave particle duality just by
taking into account a varying C.
Thus in summary with particles (large C so wide slit) you are near the 135 Dirac particle
extrema (and photon 45 extrema) and so can have magnetic moments and Poisson distribution
resulting from the photoelectric effect in the case of the photon. In contrast if the C is small (see
above, narrow slit) and you are on the r axis (and not the 45 particle extrema) the cross term
drdt is also zero so you have a pure ds2 wave equation (given eq.3a) for either the electron at

135 or the photon at 45. Therefore you observe a single slit interference pattern caused by
waves, effects such as PSFs, etc.,. Thus you we have derived all the phenomena characteristic of
"wave-particle duality" just by varying C.
. Also from section 1 at 135 =m=k/rH implying the well known relation 2mc2hc/=
hc/2r=hc/r with ds=r. Given that the new pde eq.4 implies =2rH is a wavelength (in the
zitterwebegung oscillation term) we have then also derived the Compton wavelength . But at
45 for ds=0 in the limit that dr0 and dt0 and so localizing (this pulse) to space-time point r,t
(so dr does not anything to the light cone relation ds=0 and still dr/dt=c) then  is energy on the
light cone and we have then derived the well known Ehc/= h energy relation for the photon.
Therefore we have derived the photon as observed in weak signal Poisson statistics and the
12C Origin of The Branch Cut at 90
Note that elementary algebra also implies ds2=dr2+dt2=(dr+dt)2-2drdt and therefore ds2=
((dr+dt)2-2drdt) =((dr+dt)(dr+dt))-2(drdt)=0. Therefore uniquely (dr+dt)=0 and so
(drdt)=0. So rrdroodt=drdt and so rr=1/oo as in spherically symmetric GR completing our
derivation of General Relativity. Also note that at =90 ds also has an extremum given the
above dr+dt=constant and ds2=constant constraints. Recall from the above also that
rr1/(dr’/dr)2=1/((dr-/2)/dr)21/(1-’/dr). Given that dr2=rrdr’2 then at 90 r'=0 (since no r
component there) so 1/rr =0. That happens in the rr definition if ’=drrH. So ’dr and
therefore constant ’ is large at 90. In contrast recall from above analysis that at 45 the
constant =rH <<dr is small . Note that rr=1/(1-/dr)  1- / =1-. at the branch cut.
Note there are two different spatial scales  here (one for the diagonals and one for the vertical
axis) but because they are both in /r (in the metric) they also constitute two different force
coupling constants on the same object. Note from that above Mandelbrot set rotation by this
same amount (45deg) that the scale, our , (in goo=1-/r ) went up by 1040X. So e2/mec2 went
down by 1040X. But in the geodesic equations e2/mec2/r2 is the acceleration=a/c2. Thus e2/(r21040
mec2) =a/c2. Multiply both sides by mec2 and get two equations: e2/r2=mea and e2(10 -40)/r2=mea.
Also in crossing the branch cut (between Reimann surfaces) we are back on the 45 diagonal yet
again, Thus we have a single particle on the diagonal with two forces on it since the two
associated  have a 1040X difference in magnitude (the figure 2, 4point interaction adds a third
force, the weak interaction).
Use ansatz e2(10 -40)=Gme2 . Note if opposite me from the Dirac equation the effect on the force
of a opposite charge will cancel and so not changing the force direction. Thus there are two
forces between two electrons of separation r, one of magnitude e2/r2 =F and another of
magnitude (e2/r2)(10-40)=Gme2/r2 =F.
Thus we have derived in one step both Newton’s law of gravity and the Coulomb force.
Thus charge  mass  as we move through a branch cut. We can then state again dr-/2
+dt+/2 . Note then mass and charge are interchanged as we go through a branch cut. For the
small observers what we see as mass is for the observers 1040X larger mass. Thus the equations
of general relativity with mass then become the equations associated with charge. Thus general
relativity with mass and gravity is a higher order fractal scale (Reimann surface) effect.
Therefore large mass effects such as black holes have their analogs of large charge giving the
Coulomb interaction. Black hole jets have analogs as forces along rotation axis of specific
charge configurations and rotation rate (cha.23). In any case for Z at 90 1/rr=0 and oo= ½ for
2dt=dt’. In contrast at 45 rr=1/oo1 in rrdr’+oodt’=ds2=dr+dt. Thus dr’+dt’=ds2=
dr/rr+dt/oo now applies to both Z at 90 and Z at 45, the two extrema. Thus our one

equation (i.e., ds2=rrdr'+oodt') fits all if there are these big and small values of scale
parameter rH separately used in 1/rr=1-rH/dr (i.e., hence a fractal universe). Furthermore we
could then make 90, the positive idt axis, the branch cut for Z. Thus at /so=/2=90 then Z
jumps on to a different Riemann surface here which then is the next higher scale fractal universe
consistent with each such added fractal universe manifold being itself a new “function” on its
own Riemann surface. So the larger (rH) fractal scales can be taken to be different consecutively
larger scale Riemann surfaces for Z with the reduction in inertial frame dragging term (the mass)
due to the outside inertial frame provided by the outside object B (fig.3). From equation 10 that
ln(r/ro)=t where ro=r+Kerr oblative termr+.(eq.2.1,Ch.2) and =2/1011y and
contemporary time t and . In this way the Kerr oblative  and rotational  ambient metric
contributions are calculated from the higher order fractal scale.
Object B And Particle Masses
Above we found when we have nonzero (135) masses vs zero masses (45). Then what are
these masses? To find these masses we identify the particles by their multiple lines with one of
these lines being at 90 in that dt2=oodt'2. In that case r=rH and dt’=dt2 (vertical dt axis value
at 90 to remain on that ds2 circle) and so oo=1½-rH/rH= ½ where the r=rH from the above
dr2=rrdr’2case. So 2dt2=dt’2 and therefore finally dt’=dt2. So in these mass units (eg., 1-
=tauon mass) the ½ = is then the proton mass at the 90 branch cut. Since from the new pde
r=rH gives the 2P3/2 state we have therefore derived the proton mass from first principles.
The Distance Of Object B From Object A Determines Particle Mass
Note in sect.2.1 the equilibrium established after the initial slow expansion so that energy density
is uniform so that k(4/3)r3. We are located in a huge (rotating) electron Kerr metric object. But
if there was no nearby object there would be complete inertial frame dragging. But recalling the
large rotating shell approximation of GR (Mach’s principle implication) we see that a nearby
large object B will reduce the inertial frame dragging and so make the metric a Kerr metric:
ds2=2((dr2/)+d2)+(r2+a2)sin2d2++c2dt2+(2mr/2)(asin2-cdt)2 , where 2(r,)r2+a2cos2,
2r2-2mr+a2. Note in the Kerr metric the time term =(1-(2mr/(r2+a2cos2))c2dt2 =
(1-(2m/(r(1+(a2/r2)cos2))c2dt2. Take the Taylor expansion r>>a so that
(1-((2m/r)(1-(a2/r2)cos2))c2dt2. Since the QM energy  L(L+1)=energya2=k(4/3)r3kr3 few
get for the Kerr metric (1-((2m/r)(1-(kr3/r2)cos2))c2dt2= (1-((2m/r)-(2mk)cos2))c2dt2
(1-((2m/r)-))c2dt2 where 2mkcos2. This makes the time term be a oo metric coefficient
with a mass term in it that cannot be diagonalized out. The factor mk  1/(distance)2 of object B.
The closer object B is the less inertial frame dragging there is. The associated linear wave
equation for new pde eq.4 source for ultrarelativistic object B has a (1/oo)2 metric contribution
scalar energy component is a.Klein Gordon equation. It’s ultrarelativistic time propagator
T=((U(t))*(0)d=ei(H/h)t* =exp(imc2/(1-v2/c2)(to/(1-v2/c2))(1)d ei^2= cos2+isin2.
=cos2 =1-4 + so that L=-.522+4 is then the Lagrangian caused by object B where we
could replace the derivative by the covariant derivative in the associated new pde as well. In this
way object B provides the (Higgs) mass of the particles. Note the motion of object B is in the
plane so that  has two degrees of freedom, is complex.
GIM Derivation
Recall in the GIM (Glashow, Iliopoulos, Maiami) hypothesis that u,d were a pair of left
handed Fermion states as in V-A . d'=dcosc+ssinc, s'=-dsinc+scosc where c is the Cabbibo
angle. Thus u,d are paired, s,c are paired, b,t are paired and we have the V-A transitions.

Here we identify the new pde 2P state for r=rH has Px, Py and Pz states which split in energy due
to that Paschen Back effect given those ultrarelativistic plates, into paired spin up and spin down
states (Px,Px'), (Py,Py'),(Pz,Pz') analogous to the GIM (u,d),(s,c),(b,t). Here the spin orbit
interaction (LS) coupling energy term is much stronger than the SS coupling term. So we have
pairs of states J,M,M'> with Px and Py being orthogonal, except for those weak interaction V-A
terms. The ds2 to ds' transition is through the V-A term. Recall equation the 16.7 |f*Go dV|2=
=transitionprobability of a ds2 to a ds. of eq.16.7 (=.5(1-5) with  in ds2,  in ds) for V-A
Cabibbo angle transitions (transitions inside PX separately from PY and separately from Pz) where
|1|-|5| replaces the cosc+sinc. So in analogy for transitions between PX and PY
Px'cosc+Pysinc=Px', Py'=-Px'sinc+Py'cosc. This is a first principles understanding of GIM
thereby allowing us to derive the electroweak cross-sections (WS).
Limit as Object B Is Far Away
If cosmological rotating object B is very far from rotating object A we have complete inertial
frame dragging (recall Mach’s principle) so oo=1 so E=1/oo=1/(1-) where the  is
associated with vibration, our single mass M energy and branch cut energy. So in equation 2a
m=h/2cdsr allowing us to derive the numerical value of Planck’s constant. From the previous
section we see that if object B is close to object A then the inertial frame dragging is incomplete
as we noted above and so some of the Kerr metric oblative rotational terms become nonzero as in
oo= so E=1/oo=1/() =M with the  rotation and  the additional Kerr metric
term energies. So all ds eigenstate lines on the WS Riemann surface (Nth fractal scale) are given
by this single mass M with these  and  perturbations with  being the ground state. So we
must then use for the net mass eigenstate ++ where  is the rotational and  the object B
rotational eigenstates of cosmological objects A and B at its huge branch cut r= rH for the N+1
scale  is a branch cut motion at r=rH eigenstate of the point itself on the Nth scale. Note both 
and  would be zero if object B was far away. That S state Fitzgerald contraction for the new
pde is then given by rHrH/(++), with our single mass energy M providing the contraction
term. On the M+1 fractal scale the closeness of object B implies from causality that eigenvalue 
outside =  inside at the rH boundary. Also again i inside the cosmological rH boundary.
Thus its 1/square root eigenstate energies  (branch cut term (sect12C ) + rotational QM
operator)+Kerr dropped inertial frame dragging term)  (1+)=oo (see Ch.2) which give
the tauon, muon and electron respectively for ds.  is calculated in Chapter 2.) E and E
energy eigenvalues using E=1/(1--)1+E+E so the values of the electron  and the first
ambient metric electron excitation state (muon)  masses are determined by our contemporary
location in this large, next larger Reimann surface, rotating, oscillatory body (Ch.2). Therefore
the muon and electron masses are not free parameters. This theory then has no free parameters.
Rotation Dyadic For r<<rH and rrH
From Kerr metric  electron nondiagonal term if object B was not moving. Nearby Fiegenbaum
point generates spin ½ =s background. But object B also rotates so  (s’=L-s) also exists. Note in
Chapter 19 we derived energy eigenvalues for perturbative r in rH+r. Also above we derived the
nonperturbative large hyperon mass energies using the Paschen Back ultrarelativistic plate effect
on the P states with the background oo=1-- with  being the object B rotational energy
eigenvalue. Below fig5 we also noted that oo=(dr/dr’)2=(dr/(dr))2=1/(1)2(xo/x’o )2
where oo component also acts as a dyadic for ds components for the transformation from a
nonrotating flat space time. So we can also use a nonperturbative derivation of the P state
(solution to the new pde) oblative rotation states in the above section (on object B rotational 

eigenstate implications) to obtain mass eigenvalues since the  eigenvalue is already known. The
new state is then defined by the xo/x’o1/(1+) kinematic transformation term in the dyadic
0-0 term. For mixed states still have spin ½ (see Feigenbaum point section just below

Thus:
1)Single  state 002P=(1/(1)2) (Note r<<rH) = (’00P) and get spin 1 W,Zo
2)Single  state 002P=(1/(1)2)
(Note rrH) = (’00S) and get spin 0 ,o
(and those Paschen Back states such as K,K0)
3)Mixed + state 002P=(1/(1)2)(+)=(’00P)
For equation 2 just above since E=1/ Compton wavelength is at rrH so we are exactly at the
side extrema in figure 2. Thus the drdt corner extrema is zero so we have only ds2 Klein Gordon
equation and so spin 0. For equation 1 just above since E=1/ Compton wavelength at r<<rH
so drdt>>0 and so we still have the Proca Equation and spin1.
Equation 3 Just Above
Given  +  we are still close to vertical dt imaginary axis in the 2D plane so + is
imaginary (edge dtdr extrema zero so spin 0). So for equation 3 (1/(1)2)i(+)
(1/(12+))i(+)==’00 . So for chapter 14.1 eq. 1 for spin1 E1/oo=
(1/((12)i(+)=’00=(i/(12))/(+) =(i/(+))+i(2/(+)). We can then expand the
second term as:
i/(1+/) =i(--2/-3/2-..)
(13)
with different Taylor expansion terms providing the numerical contributions of the different
mixed states. In the rotational cases these terms imply constant v s for a range of radii (eq.23.9).
Note in chapter 23 that  gives 100km/sec, 2/ gives 1km/sec, 3/2 gives 10m/sec metric
quantization. That second term in eq.13 then gives the mixed state background metric. This state
mixing (or quantum entanglement) also then provides us with that metric quantization grand
canonical ensemble with nonzero chemical potential (i.e., interconnected systems) and thus
implies the many metric quantization applications of part 6 of this book. Note in metric
quantization that also C0 and so these separate objects can exhibit bosonization given that
v0 in the eq.17.2 pairing interaction.
R Why  in Equation 3 Cannot Be Zero At 135

Given a nonzero  in equation 3 we have cross terms (eg.,drdt) and therefore a Kerr metric so
have rotations and therefore we have a oblateness term ro2=r2+a2sin2 and spin ½ iteration result
equation 4. But why isn’t it possible that =0 everywhere on the circle and so no oblateness
results and so that the spin ½ does not exist?
In that regard circular selfsimilarity (eg., major and minor axis being equal) is guaranteed by the
postulate given the resulting dz=dsei and Relz=1 at 45. Thus the radius ds=2 and =0 in eq.3
at 45. In contrast on the Mandelbrot set the Feigenbaum point is at -1.401155 which is slightly
offset from the nearest point on this circle at -2=-1.4142. The Fiegenbaum point is the location
on the Mandelbrot set (there is another such point also) where there is exact selfsimilarity of the
Mandelbrot set. Thus we have these two separate points (-2, Fiegenbaum point), both giving
self similarity.
But the postulate implies only one selfsimilarity (that of the Reimann surfaces). So the problem
of two seemingly distinct selfsimilarities is solved by the necessary requirement of a nonzero 
at 135 that adds a cross term drdt to the associated Mandelbrot set circle dz=dsei
thereby creating a oblateness term that moves the Fiegelbaum point out to the -2 thereby
causing both selfsimilarities to exactly coincide. Thus at 135 the  cannot be zero thereby.
guaranteeing the existence of charge and the intrinsic spin ½ angular momentum of equation 4.
Homogenous and Isotropic Ambient Metric Perturbation
Recall that  is the N+1 fractal scale ambient metric perturbation (e.g., homogenous gravity
field) associated with mass increase. Also recall that invariance of ds2 so that for ds2=(dseit
)(dseit)= (dse-i)(dsei). Note the complex conjugate times the function the  cancels out. So
there is no added mass for the ds2 spin 1 objects at 45 and 135. Thus the photon keeps its zero
rest mass. But in dse-it , at 45 the  is not conjugated out so there is added mass and thus the
neutrino does gain mass in a gravitational field.
13C Tensor ij
Tensor ij is needed to take into account all other possible extrema functions of r and t besides
just that equation 2 extrema at 45. Also that the equation 2 substitution dr-/2 and dt+/2 and
dr method of applying the equation 3 invariance is all that is needed to obtain the foundations of
the electroweak model physics (We could even have used it in the above section 12C to give the
invariance of ds2 between extrema). We found all 4 forces this way. Tensor ij is defined to
show that these results also give us general relativity. In that regard that second point (sect1)
inside ds error region implies those flat space dummy , degrees of freedom allowing the
dyadic covariance to arbitrarily extend even there. Also the 45 diagonal extrema corner
invariance (fig2) gives rr=1/oo, which is also important in the Schwarzchild metric. Thus ij
behaves like the classic g metric tensor in the situations where we observe the GR physics
resulting from the diagonalized Schwarzchild metric. But rr and oo each remain individual 1D
tensors on the Z plane even there.
14C Details Of Field Equations Derivation
Recall that 4 dz multiply the dr, 2 dz multiply the ds so we see in figure 2 that the total areas ds2
drdt giving us the Proca equation at 135 and Maxwell’s equations at 45. Recall from (below)
eq.3a we have a total of 4 dz multipliers of each ds2. Therefore for the ds2 multiplications we can
use the convention of 4 orthogonal dz1=11dx1 etc. “field” components in quadrants I and II. In
contrast for ds there are only two ds terms (section 9C) over quadrants I and II. Thus for the
quadrants I and II ds2 components we can then use for the dz multipliers the eq.4 |t|v in
ansatz:
ii=eiAi/vi
(5)

or the Fourier series sum where i=1,2,3,4 (In the upper part of the first quadrant for CCW
rotation there is larger r component change allowing at 45 the ansatz eieiAr/vr from eq.3b).
Also recall from (the corner area invariance of figure 2) that from drdt=rrdr’oodt’
=constant so that rroo is a constant. So we can do a variation (drdt)=0 with respect to time as
in the classical mechanics Hamilton’s principle. So we have (oorr)=0= ((oorr)/t)dt
=((oo/t)rr)dt+((rr/t)oo)dt =((ooiAo/ct)rr)dt+ (rriAr/vr)(dr/dt)oodt=
(oo(iAo/ct)rrdt+ (rr(iAr/r)oodt. Multiplying both sides by 1/(coorridt) always gives us:
Ao/ct + Ar/r=0A. At 135 there is also a mass component (r) in oo=ei((r)t +Ao) so:
A=(r) or o(A)= 0
(6)
Also for the ds2 term again multiply by the 4 dz one at a time:
2Ao+2Ao=0
(7)
i((t)r+Ar)
it+Ao
2
2
2
Note that rr=e
so after canceling the e
term in o(A)= /vo =  /(1+vo)1-2vo
vo<<1. The second derivative term must also make this same contribution 1-2vo. Here evo is the
unit charge component of the “current” (qv). Note that adding constants to all components of a
current does not change the continuity equation charge conservation). The diagonal limit (ie.,
drdt) special case on the |dr+dt|2 area equals a sum of equal contributions of the corner areas
and the middle area in figure 2. This implies that the Lagrangian multiplier  must be 1 in:
2Ao+2Ao-(o(A))=jo
(8)
Repeat the above derivation of A for the second point and therefore for the second Lagrangian
multiplier. So we have two Lagrangian multipliers with both then being 1.
So do the same thing for all 4 of the Ai and obtain:
2A+2A-((A))=j.
where the right side summed over  is now conserved current j (to show this just use adjoint
Dirac spinor and eq.4 to derive 4 momentum conservation). Note at 135 the mass terms (r),
(t) are not zero in equation 8 hence the Proca equation.
APPENDIX B
Is This New AlgebraNumber Approach To Real Analysis Circular Reasoning?
Note at the beginning we said that this is both a mathematics and theortical physics derivation.
Here is a summary of the mathematics derivation. Defining '1' algebraicly as we have done in
that paper is consistent with the final result, after we have also defined the integers, of giving us
real numbers since the set of real numbers is also a field (hence the necessary incorporation of
algebra).
Note we drop the bra-kets <z> and get then the actual z by adding the real (central limit) C to
z=z"*z'+C, which here is defined to be equivalent to <z>=<z>*<z>. So it seems here we also
have circular reasoning since real z (from adding real C) is needed in integer <z> which in turn
is in postulate 1.1 and used to again get real z. But the resulting nontrivial Riemann surfaces (ie.,
they are fractal, first page) imply that we can use the ONE=<z>, nonzero rest mass) on the lower
Riemann surface to define the integers and so using them to define many integers and reals on
intermediate scales and again return to the ONE integer (single cosmological horizon) on the
next larger Riemann surface. So the number 1=<z> integer on the next smaller Riemann surface
is the seed for the development of the reals (on intermediate fractal scales) and then back to the
number 1=<z> and integers again on the next higher scale Riemann surface. For example this
intermediate fractal scale is responsible for the completeness (Cauchy sequences) of the real
numbers. So this development of the real numbers is not circular, but merely fractal, alternating
integer -real dominance jumps as we transition from smaller to the bigger and bigger, from

fractal scale to fractal scale! But this fractalness is that cosmological theoretical physics so the
physics is also needed to understand the origin of mathematics!
Developmental Motivation For This Derivation Of the Real Numbers
Note this paper starts from scratch, starts from both the origin of both physics and mathematics.
The concrete idea of the real measurement number 1=<z> is defined from the algebraic, abstract
z=z/z rewrite of z=zz and vice versa. So the deepest understanding of the origin of
mathematics required for physics may be in Piaget's analysis of the (child) development direct
transition from an understanding of the concrete to the abstract given the tangible concrete
(measurement <z>=1) implies the abstract such as z=zz and vice versa. The equivalence of
<z>=1 (concrete) and z/z=z (abstract) therefore represents the transition point from concrete
understanding to abstract understanding. Physics is physical after all so our method connects
more directly physics and mathematics (number theory). In contrast mainstream mathematics
starts with set theory that really does not initially relate to numbers (e.g., that disastrous “new
math” elementary school curriculum of the 1970s), does so only indirectly. Of course for
children the abstract concept is the adjective 1 as in “one rock”, “one shoe”, etc that is illustrated
directly and repetitively in the teaching process: this algebraic equivalence to that abstract
adjective is taught only later.
So the algebraic (e.g.,ring theory) only comes after the one rock type of intuition and transition
to the abstract two rocks, two pennies, and associated algebraic expression etc..
This transition point (concrete 1abstract expression of 1) is where I start my entire theory.

The Implications of The Next Higher Order Reimann Surface
Recall the Reimann surfaces with these branch cuts implied the fractalness.
Recall less rigorously than that Mandelbrot 1040Xcalculation we at least got a 2 level fractalness
by just showing dr' gets big as rrH in dr'2=rrdr2 (1/(1-rH/r))dr2. Allow this primed observer
inside rH (why not?). dr’ is huge when rrH. You are in another big universe then! Also rH scaled
up at the branch cut at 90deg. So you are in another but far larger universe after going through
that branch cut. Let this inside observer repeat the process as in a fractal universe.
oo=1-rH/r and integration constant rH =2ke2/mec2 for ke2=9X109X(1.602X10-19)2, me=9.11X10-31
in mks for the Nth fractal scale.
For the 2P3/2 state solution to equation 4 at r=rH for the cosmological fractal scale two positrons
A and C and a central electron B in a baryon (figure 3) the positrons A and C obeying equation 4
have to be moving at .99994C at rH to get the proton mass (see Ch.2) and thus are
ultrarelativistic. Thereby the object A plane wave plate intersects object B and object C plate
intersecting only object B as well. Thus the field is confined to two dimensional plane wave and
also object A never intersects object C’s opposing field allowing this to be a bound state since
object B negative attracts positive object A and C separately. Note this high field line
concentration confinement also explains the strength of the strong nuclear force.
This observation would apply to the next larger scale fractal cosmological objects as well. In that
regard Dirac object A that we are inside of rotates but because of inertial frame dragging is seen
to be nearly a Klein Gordon zero spin object from the inside. Object B then minutely decreases
the effect of the inertial frame dragging (as in Mach’s principle) thereby contributing a Kerr
metric perturbative oblateness term  in the oo =(1++-rH/r) as in the next section.  is the
same on both sides of the cosmological rH horizon and so the L(L+1) angular momentum energy
eigenstates are equal on both sides of the rH. Thus inside rH the metric energy equation

ds2=ijdxidxj is quantized (L(L+1)), thus we have the metric quantization of equation 10. We
can show (e.g., Ch.23) that this metric quantization, as in the halo velocities in galaxies (so don’t
need dark matter to do this), and rotational velocities of O,B,A spectral class stars, is
v=N100km/sec. Note the F class transition region of the HR diagram from 200km/sec to 1km/sec
contains the unstable ‘variable’ stars as expected. It has always been otherwise assumed that
helium opacity is the reason for this stellar variability.
Curvature scalar R Constant Density from Fractal Scale To Fractal Scale
Given some set fractal manifold area 2 we note that (1/R)/2= 1/(2/rH2)/2 measures a constant
density from fractal scale to fractal scale (see Mandelbrot set section) where R =2/rH2 is the
curvature scalar. So given r=roekt expansion of 370by (Ch.2) we are nearly pushed up against the
cosmological rH horizon from a outside observer’s point of view. So the large horizon area must
be patched by the smaller horizons since it’s density is the same as the smaller ones. rHN2i=
on given Nth fractal scale and rH2=rH(N+1)2 .
So in that limit the number of maximum density incompressible rH radius objects at the ru surface
must be equal to the sphere surface area 4(ru)2= 4(2.2813X1040)2 = 6.54X1081 of
(fundamental) objects with nonzero rest mass in our universe. Intuitively we are simply saying
that the density of all rH even horizons is the same since we created the larger horizon 4rH2
area by patching together the smaller horizon 4rH2 areas. This result is consistent with (solar
mass)X(suns per galaxy)X(number of galaxies)/(proton mass)
=6X1030X1012X100X109/1.67X10-27 = 7.1856X1079 objects. Multiply by the 3 nucleon
subcomponents and add in the orbital electrons and get 2X1081which is within an order of
magnitude of the above calculated number of objects
Note also that object A surface area=dS= 4r2 then is the the number of particles and therefore
defines the mass which constitutes a derivation of Gauss’s law and therefore the mass term 
(=dS) on the N fractal scale from the number of particles on the N-1 th (1040X smaller)
fractal scale.
Here we found that m goes up by 1040 X1040 =1080 X =area of rH horizon=r2. Also c=d/t does
not change in going from one fractal scale to the next since both d and t increase by the amount .
But  goes up by 1040 X=r=radius. This implies in mc=h/ that h is a volume (4/3)r3 . So
Planck’s constant h goes up by 1040X1040X 1040X=1060 X in going to the next fractal scale
Reimann surface.
Oblation Term For N+1 Fractal Scale
The rotational metric is given by:
2
 dr 2

2mr
ds 2   2 
 d 2    r 2  a 2  sin 2  d 2  c 2 dt 2  2  a sin 2  d  cdt  ,

 

where  2  r,   r 2  a2 cos2  ;   r   r 2  2mr  a2 , Note oblation term a2cos2

Recall that the new pde for r<rH gives i in its Heisenberg equations of motion. Thus
r=roewt . or ln(r/ro)=wt=wto(1+) where the sum of the free lepton masses in the new pde is
under the square root sign.. Recall this equation gives our expanding universe and the second
derivative gives the acceleration in this expansion. Note the 1081 particles give above r=rH if
edges touching can be contained in volume of radius 1.746X1012 m Also the present radius of the
universe is approximately 13.7X109LY=1.27X1027m. Given the oblation term a2cos2 2 from
the above rotation metric we have then

ln(rM+1/(rM2+2))=ln(1.27X1027/1.746X1012)=34.22 if =0. Given the muon mass =.06
((1/16.8) tauon mass) we find that =1.641X1012m so that acos(1.64X1012/1.746X1012)=20, our
polar angle from the rotation axis.
Zeeman Effect (and Paschen Back) For this 2P State
The motion in the r direction is severely limited but the motion in the z direction, Zeeman effect
eigenvalue m states, is not. Therefore the energy level is literaly proportional to z displacements.
Therefore the energy eigenvalue * peaks are rings in object A Also the B field is not 1/r2
(Biot Savart Law) from object B and in fact does not vary with distance from object B for the
plate and so is very strong at object A with a strong resulting Zeeman effect. Recall Sz states are
associated with the Zeeman effect and so (recall this is a 2P3/2 state)
<Lsj’m|Sz|Lsjm>  2P state 1/3 Eratio substates1/3E = m=(3/2, ½), (-1/2, -3/2) and 2/3Eratio
substates =2/3E =m=-3/2,-/12

When the outside observer sees the contraction starting the inside (r<rH) must begin contraction
also so the sign of w in r=roewt for the interior observer must change. Thus the red shifts change
to blue shifts at this time. Object B is ultrarelativistic with respect to object A so it has a much
higher observed zitterbewegung frequency. So object Bs zitterbewegung oscillation frequency is
seen to much higher than object A s frequency. Object C gives same zitterbewegung period as
object A so not observed separately. Object C gives that 2.5My metric jump (Ch.23) due to
moving through rotational eigenstates. There is one object B metric jump period every 6by and
so 60 such oscillations in the past 370by. So (1/3)1836600; 600/60=10 and so 10X370=3.7 4
Trillionyears before our own contraction, when the red shifts change to blue shifts.

Chapter 2
Solve For  For r<rH

2.1

Oblation Term And Reduction In Inertial Frame Dragging
Recall our fractal objects are solutions to equation 9, electrons. Also recall that electrons have
spin, We would not notice the spin of our object A (we are inside of) without the the presence of
nearby object B, which causes a lessening of the inertial frame dragging of object A.we are
inside of. We write as an ansatz the off diagonal metric component representing angular
momentum as ’=drdt=rsinddt with the reduction in inertial frame dragging term (the mass)
due to the outside inertial frame provided by the outside object B (fig.3). Thus we have a
rotational metric:
2
 dr 2

2mr
ds 2   2 
 d 2    r 2  a 2  sin 2  d 2  c 2 dt 2  2  a sin 2  d  cdt  ,

 


(2.1)

where   r,   r  a cos  ;   r   r  2mr  a ,
Generalization of the Heisenberg Equations of Motion
Recall we used the quantum mechanical [A,H]|a,t>=(A/t)|a,t> Heisenberg equations of
motion. Note the commutation relation and so second derivatives (H relativistic Dirac eq.
iteration 2nd derivative) taken twice and subtracted. (A/t)|a,t> For example if A is momentum
px= -i/x .H= /t then [A,H]|a,t>=(A/t)|a,t>=(/t)(/x)-(/x)(/t)=pdot. But  is in
2

2

2

2

2

2

the kinetic term in in the new pde so we must use the equations of motion for a curved space. In
this ordinary QM case I found for r<rH that r=roewt’ with merely perturbative t’=too
But using the C2 of properties of operator A (C2 means continuous first and second derivatives)
in a curved space time we can generalize the Heisenberg equations of motion to curved
space nonperturbatively with:(Ai,jk-Ai,kj)|a,t> =(RmijkAm )|a,t> where Rabcd is the Riemann
Christofell Tensor of the Second Kind and abgab. Note all we have done here is to identify Ak
as a quantum vector operator here, which it should be. Note again the second derivatives are
taken twice and subtracted looking a lot like a generalization of the above Heisenberg equations
of motion commutation relations. Note also Rmijk could even be taken as an eigenvalue of pdot
since it is zero when the space is flat, where force is zero.. These generalized Heisenberg
equations of motion reduce to the above QM form in the limit 0, outside the region where
angular velocity is very high in the expansion (now it is only one part in 105 ).
 was much larger earlier because of angular momentum conservation with also initial
condition =1 at r=rbb in oo=(1±), the singularity. We can then contract this RmijkAm|a,t>=
tensor to get the Ricci tensor Rij (here Rij ºRmijm).
Recall the ambient metric at r= infinity is not flat so in eq. 4.11 we have =+C and the C is
not zero as r, and so Rii0. Also from our fractal theory for the oscillatory outside observer
i in e at r=. Also R11=Rrr =0. Thus R22=e -[1+½ r(’-l’)]-10 (eq.4.6) we get for
imaginary  in e that for imaginary e that R22=-isun. Recall that isinh=sini. So inside rM+1
i:
R22=sinh
Rewriting this equation we get:
ed/(1-cosh)=dr/r
Integrating from =1 to the present  value we get: ln (rM+1/rbb)+2=[1/(e-1)-ln[e-1]]2
Recall object B is close by so we must include the small Kerr metric oblation term acos=.9602
in rbb2 = r2+a2cos2 that gives an added  when it is inserted.
So substituting into ln (rM+1/rbb)+2=[1/(e-1)-ln[e-1]]2 using the rbb value=~30M miles to the
present rM+1= 13.7X109LY value for the case with and without the oblation term gives
ln(rM+1/rbb)=36.06 and current value =.06, and =.00058 from the oblation term. Note that all
the 1080 baryons at rH (~10-15m)separation were packed into this (4/3)rbb3 volume and so not
violating baryon conservation since from the fractal theory these objects originated from a
previous collapse.
Perturbative Limit
Thus we have derived the values of the free lepton masses in our new pde and have a curved
space, non perturbative curved space generalization of the Heisenberg equations of motion.
This would be the Schwarzchild metric (a=0) without object B. Given the incomplete inertial
fram dragging angular momentum then provides an oblation term.
Recall that the new pde for r<rH gives i in its Heisenberg equations of motion. Thus
r=roewt . or ln(r/ro)=wt=wto(1+) where the sum of the free lepton masses in the new pde is
under the square root sign.. Recall this equation gives our expanding universe and the second
derivative gives the acceleration in this expansion. Note the 1081 particles give above r=rH if
edges touching can be contained in volume of radius 1.746X1012 m Also the present radius of the
universe is approximately 13.7X109LY=1.27X1027m. Given the oblation term a2cos2 2 from
the above rotation metric we have then

ln(rM+1/(rM2+2))=ln(1.27X1027/1.746X1012)=34.22 if =0. Given the muon mass =.06
((1/16.8) tauon mass) we find that =1.641X1012m so that acos(1.64X1012/1.746X1012)=20, our
polar angle from the rotation axis.
Recall from the above nonperturbative derivation we got =.060 without oblateness and with
oblateness rL get the added rotation contribution =.00058. Note here (i.e.,eq.2.1) that there is
no big bang from a point. Instead it is from 434million km radius object, so with just enough
volume to hold all the baryons (1081each of radius~.434Fermi) and so this type of “big bang”
event can be easily computer modeled as a core collapse supernova like rebound (but too hot
even for iron production). Note that the mass of the electron is determined by the drop in inertial
dragging (giving that oblation term) due to nearby object B. 1, , /2 is the ratio of the tauon to
muon to electron mass and so our new Dirac pde 1.9 gives us the three fundamental S state
lepton masses with  the single ground state lepton with nonzero rest mass. Note also =me
h from eq.1.9 and me  e2 h since rH is an integration constant. . The main result though of
this chapter is that the present numerical value of the lepton masses imply this huge eq.1.5c
1040X scale jump (from S state classical electron radius=10-18m to the rfinal cosmological radius)
of equation 2.2 from the electron equation 1.9 object to the cosmological scale equation 1.9
object implied by equation 2.2. The rebound time is 350by =very large >>14by solving the
horizon problem since temperatures could (nearly) come to equilibrium during that time (From
recent Hubble survey: "The galaxies look remarkably mature, which is not predicted by galaxy
formation models to be the case that early on in the history of the universe." “lots of dust already
in the early universe”, “CBR is the result of thermodynamic equilibrium” requiring slow
expansion then, etc.).
Note also uH =Hamiltonian is not zero globally (i.e., over the rH whole ‘electron’ fractal scale)
because oo is then not 2D isotropic and homogenous (see top of section 4.6) as in the later local
region transformation of equation 12.4. Inertial frame dragging not quite complete due to outside
object B (Ch.23) resulting in finite electron mass (since it is due to rotation oblateness above)
and 1/10000 cbr and  asymmetry with angular position.
Also recall from eq.10C1 .
r=k1ek2t
At t=14by, (dr/dt)/1Megp=70km/s/1Megp. At r=434Mkm so k1=434Mkm. t=14X109 years.
(434Mkm)ek2t =14bLY =1.3X1026m at t=14by=4.42X1017sec so take log of both sides and get
k2=7.54X10-17 1/s
r=k1ek2t
(2.2a)
9
-17
k1=4.34X10 m , k2=7.54X10 1/s with eq.2.2a then giving the (expansion) radius of the
universe as a function of time.
2.2  <<1++ from eq.10C2. So The  Mass Must Be Ultrarelativistic To Give These
Large 1 And  S state Vacuum Solutions To Equation 1.9
Thus rH is Fitzgerald contracted by a large amount at least for S states, less for P states.
For 2P3/2 state (L=1 rotation) solution to equation 1.9 the radius (if measured from the equatorial
 /2

direction) is Fitzgerald contracted by rH
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So for observer shrunk by ½ and object shrunk by ¼ the cross-section radius goes down by
(1/4)(1/2)=1/8
(1/8)rH=(1/8)(2e2/mec2)= 5.567X10 -15/8=6.96X10-16 =.6959 Fermis
(2.4)
This result applies to random orientation neutron scattering on protons. If this radius is
considered the (singularity) beginning for the calculation of the Yukawa total cross-section
(which is an averaging process) you should get a larger radius, around .84184F. For protons
situated in m=1 oriented states (as in a large nucleus) the integration over the polar direction
should not be done so we have a smaller Fitzgerald contraction of (1/2)(1;2)=1/4 so the (1/4)rH=
r=1.3818F which is typical of nuclei. For example a gold (AW=79) nucleus has a radius of 7.3F
so that on average each nucleon radius=1.37F.

object observed from polar direction also

2.3 S State and P State Energy
For S state solution to equation 1.9: rH is then Fitzgerald contracted along a NONrotating,
straight line by amount (1-v2/c2) so that for me in rH =2e2/mec2 we have (from section 2.1):
me=1++ =tauon+muon+electron =2(1++)mpc2 in:
1/oo=E=2(1++)mpc2.
(2.6a)
For 2P3/2 state (L=1 rotation) solution to equation 1.9 the radius (if measured from the equatorial
 /2

direction) is Fitzgerald contracted by rH
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For S state solution to equation 1.9: rH is then Fitzgerald contracted along a NONrotating,
straight line by amount (1-v2/c2) so that for me in rH =2e2/mec2 we have: me=1++
=tauon+muon+electron =2(1++)mpc2 in:

rH  rH 1  v 2 / c 2  rH
 rS with 1++2(1++)mpc2
1    
So for S states E= (dt/ds)goo =1/goo = [1  (1 / 2)( g oo  1)  (3 / 8)( g oo  1) 2 ]1      
=[1+½(rs/r)-(3/8)(rs/r)2+..](1++)= [1+Vc/mc2-V/mc2]2mpc2
(2.3)
where mc2=(1++)=2mpc2. Note also dr2=rrdr’2=(1/oo)dr’2. So dr=dr’(1/oo)=dr’E
so
2
1/oo=E=2(1++)mpc . Note from equations 2.3, 2.4 that S states are (near) point particles
and P states are not:
Thus leptons appear to be point particles and baryons aren’t.
Also in equation 2.6 at rrH (thus with energy in excess of 1++) the mass energy eigenvalue
is still equal to ++1=2mp for that principle quantum number (N=2), which then must be the
same for the 2P3/2 state. Also these electrons, muons and tauons (i.e., , , 1 respectively) have
respective left handed doublets (see section 4.6) and so are treated as two simultaneous equations
for scattering output. This requires inverse separation of variables substitution in eq.3.2 (where
then 12,3, ) in the form of the Fermi 4 line vertex G coupling integral as in section 16.1.
See section 3.5 on inverse separability. This gives an inverse ‘beta’ decay jump in energy from
electron to muon lets say if there is enough energy. The 2P3/2 mp state also must then split this
way (see ch.19) and with  (in eq.1.2e). Because of their respective positions in the new pde
rH
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(as J=1/2 energy eigenvalues) these leptons must also be taken to be energy eigenvalues of the
S½ states of eq.1.9, see chapter 3. Also for equation 1.2a electron  subtract off 1 and 
contributions from E in 17.4 and 2.6 and get two line vertex interactions. The main result though
of this chapter is that the present numerical value of the lepton masses imply this huge 1040X
scale jump (from S state classical electron radius=10-18m to the rfinal cosmological radius) implied
by that alternative Markov chain analysis of appendix C. of equation 2.2 from the electron
equation 1.9 object to the cosmological scale equation 1.9 object implied by equation 2.2.
Note for ’ for the muon i=’ , ’=i. So we can write our new pde (Dirac equation) as three
separate equations for three separate free lepton particlesoo=1-rH/r and integration constant rH
=2ke2/mec2 for ke2=9X109X(1.602X10-19)2, me=9.11X10-31 in mks for the Nth fractal scale.
For the 2P3/2 state two positrons A and C and a central electron B in a baryon the positrons A and
C obeying equation 1.9 have to be moving at .99994C at rH to get the proton mass and thus are
ultrarelativistic. Thus the field is confined to two dimensional plane wave and so object A never
intersects object C’s opposing field allowing this to be a bound state since object B negative
attracts positive object A and C separately. Note this high field line concentration confinement
also explains the strength of the strong nuclear force.

2.2. Line Element (ie.,new pde,eq.1.9) Iteration (ds2) Particles In the 2th Quadrant

Rij=0 with a background quantized metric eC1 ansatz rr=e in e–Ce (1+r’). Set e= and
get e- =e-C=(1-2m/r)eC. Thus rr=(1+)/oo=(1+)/(1++) =(1+/(1+)), giving us the
below magnetic moments. So
E=1/oo=1/(1)
(A1)
For two point ds0 rotation states .the Kerr metric cross term Ldtd(12) time dilation
with ddt requires angular momentum L(1) component be added. Just add this dtdt
term to the (1-2m/r)(1) dtdt time second ds2 iteration component r background. So
for the rotational component 0 the energy (1=mp):
We have already mentioned that the 2nd point outside ds being on the light cone and giving the
neutrino for the first iteration ds and photon for the second iteration ds2. We mentioned for the
second point being inside the ds that the first iteration ds gave the electron. Here we determine
what the second iteration ds2 particle(s) is for the second point inside ds. In that regard in the
above analytical mapping on the Z plane we have continuity of space time consistent with GR
and so can use its metrics given rH=2e2/mec2 in oo=1-rH/r. Since there is only one charge and
nonzero rest mass here we get one acceleration for all charges in a given electric field, hence we
can still use the equivalence principle (Ch.5 ref7) with our metrics. Our next higher scale fractal
(cosmological, next Riemann plane) object also obeys the new pde and is spin=1/2 with
zitterbewegung oscillation (an observable for r<rH). Therefore we have oscillation eigenvalue
mass energies =, and rotational energy eigenvalues = with inertial frame dragging making
these eigenvalues small (e.g..<<.1) with oo1++= =time dilation coefficient for r.
So we can solve equation 4.11 Rij=0 with a background quantized metric eC1 ansatz rr=e
in e–Ce (1+r’). Set e= and get e- =e-C=(1-2m/r)eC. Thus rr=(1+)/oo=(1+)/(1++)
=(1+/(1+)), giving us the below magnetic moments. So
E=1/oo=1/(1)
(A1)
On the M+1 fractal scale object B  outside =  inside at the rH boundary and again i
across the cosmological boundary so its eigenstate energies =(1+(vibrational QM
operator)+rotational QM operator) (1)=oo (Ch.2) for ds are also inside. For the (dr+dt)2

=ds2 case at 135 00 =P(W,Z). For the ds S state case we have to include the large 1
Fitzgerald contraction term in rH 002S=(1+/2)S where /2 is the electron mass and we
normalize with the Fitzgerald contraction term (1++/2)S For N+1 fractal scale  expansion
002=(1+)2/(1++). If there js not enough energy for the 1 then 002=2/(+)= (1/+(/)2- (/)3+..In Ch.23 we see that  is the 100km/sec, ()2/ the 1km/sec and
()3/2 the 20m/sec metric quantizations.since both involve cross terms allowing for a grand
canonical ensemble. For two point ds0 rotation states .the Kerr metric cross term
Ldtd(12) time dilation with ddt requires angular momentum L(1)
component be added. Just add this dtdt term to the (1-2m/r)(1) dtdt time second ds2
iteration component r background. So for the rotational component 0 the energy (1=mp):
E=1/oo=
. W(+) and Z(-), L=1
(A2)
Nonrotational denominator component =1 just gives equation A1 and does not contribute the ds2
=dtdt+.. iteration. ds2 iteration mathematics with L=1 here then gives the Proca equation with its
mass inputs from equation A2, the W and Z.=  (+ for charged, - for neutral) masses. We
also need the Frobenius series method for baryon and meson resonance masses (Ch.19, ref.7).
In the denominator of equation A1 if c is not zero and the rest (eg.ca,) are zero, L=1, N=1
you get the W, Zo multiplet (+ for charged, - for neutral) masses.
In the denominator if c is not zero, L=1, N=-2 and the rest are 0 you get the 126GeV Higgs
( - for neutral). Note Zo is the obvious decay choice for the Higgs particle (same charge, spin,
etc so <i|o> largest).
2.3 We Solved the dr+dt=ds2 (eq.1.4) Next Solve dr2+dt2=ds2 Result
Instead of dr+dt=ds2 giving us our main result (eq.1.4) we next solve ds2=dr2+dt2 which is also
a solution to our previous result Z*Z=ei45*ei45= ei90 =(dr+idt)(dr+idt)=dr2-dt2+2idrdt =ds’2=
dr2-dt2 since for Z at 45 drdt is an invariant as well from figure 2. Thus dr2+dt2=ds2 will give
us Bosons such as spin0, spin1,spin2,..such as the spin0 in the case of the Klein Gordon rss type
equation. We take that cos and sin coefficients in figure 1 to represent the (angular
component) ks of the phase. Also in scattering the final four momentum state minus the initial
four momentum phase pks=(pf-pi)ks=(drf/ds-dri/ds)ks  phased can also be viewed as a
uncertainty in our above derivation of equation 1.9 around the 90, Z*Z=eipks axis’ and so our Z
axis 45 diagonals in our four Z quadrants. Thus both the Bosons and Fermions will be on the
diagonals in the Z plane.
Here pf-pq. Note the factor Z*Z= ieikq=i(coskq+isinkq). Here we find the rotational
resonances at the 2P3/2, r=rH lobes (prot3prot) associated with maximizing the imaginary part
which is icoskq to obtain absorption scattering (at kq=), 2 P state lobes so 2 P lobes. For S state
ks= e2(1)/2mpc2 from eq.2.3. Get for a 1st quadrant spin 1 resonance maximum in the
cosine:==krq= ks(2plobe/h)= 2ks(3prot/h)=[(c(1)/(2mpc2)]((3)(Mc22/((L+1)c)). For the
q s that maximize the above Im ieiksq=coskq term for scattering in Sij.Note there is a plus and a
minus solution. The minus applied to negative components. With L=1 (so K=1) charge (+):
Mc2=K2mpc2/(3(1+))= MW =80.7Gev. Alternatively with zero charge
Mc2=2mpc2/(3(1-))= 137.026938.27Mev/(1.5(1-.06)) =MZ =91.2Gev.
(2.4)
Note if the inertial (mass) term  is zero then the W and Z do not exist. Inside the neutron, muon,
etc.. this is the case. Recall quantized metric jumps are not E&M jumps, no photons are involved
but spin is. Recall in stimulated emission (like in a laser) the electron in a metastable energy

level is stimulated to fall back into a lower energy level releasing a photon.(comprising the laser
beam in the photon case). Recall the Einstein B coefficient is useful here as a kind of half life for
these metastable states.

Section 3
APPENDIX C Unique Mapping Of These Parameters Onto the Standard Model Of
Particle Physics
Note the new pde fractal theory generated the electron with mass, the near zero mass neutrino
and zero mass neutrino. Note the oo=(1--rH/r) with that metric quantization term  in it. The
W was generated from a nonzero ambient metric  in that S matrix derivation field part of the
metric coefficient ij.
In contrast what if we suppressed the ij metric coefficient?
. Recall the inertial frame dragging is not 100% and so object B, just outside the big rH horizon,
counters the effects of inertial frame dragging and so provides a constant (perturbative Kerr
rotation) term  in the metric oo metric coefficient.
If you suppress the metric coefficient ij (in the new pde) by making it a constant you get rid of
the dependence on (inertial) mass (ie., the  term) and the (force) field (rH/r). You must make up
for that since there really is mass and really is force. To compensate for this mistake you have to
add gauge (force) terms and a new source of mass.
On the other hand in the fractal theory the frame dragging is so large in object A that it appears
(to one part in 10,000) to not rotate so you can regard the N+1 fractal scale psi as a Klein Gordon
psi (In section 1.5). In 1964 Peter Higgs taught us that we could add in such a scalar field to give
us a mass term: he called it symmetry breaking and we will use his (ad hoc) method here for
doing that. Note you cannot do this if you had left the epsilon mass term in the metric
coefficient: now you must.
. Recall from Chapter 23 that the next larger “electron” is the 1010LY universe which itself is one
of three that constitute a huge “proton constituting our objects A, B and C. Recall on our own
fractal scale object A must move ultrarelativistically relative to object A so the the mass of the
electron is becomes much larger since the proton has a mass that is 1836X the mass of the
electron. In that regard recall that object B is outside the big 1011LY horizon so its state is still
oscillatory in the eq.1.9 Heisenberg QM formulation for p for example T(t)|p>=p(t)> where
T(t)=eiHt/h. Recall alternatively inside rH the i1 so the time evolution is purely exponential,
hence the r=roekt accelerating universe expansion discovered by Perlmutter et al in 1998.
So from the fractal theory object B has to be ultrarelativistic ( =1836) so the time behaves like
mc2 energy: has the same gamma: tto/(1-v2/c2)=KH since energy H=moc2 has the same 
factor as time does. Also from section 3.3 (eq.3.1) we noted that the value of h is proportional to
ambient metric expansion equation time (eg., h=Kto), it changes over cosmological time. So in
the eiHt of object B the Ht/h=(H/(1-v2/c2))to/Kto= KH2=2. Define =HK. Note also
ultrarelativistically that p is proportional to energy: for ultrarelativistic motion E2=p2c2+mo2c4
with mo small so E=Kp. Suppressing the inertia component of the  thus made us add a scalar
field .. Thus ’=p(t)=eiHt/h|po>=cos(Ht/h)=exp(iH2to/Kto)= exp(i2)=
cos(2)='=1-4/2. Thus for a Klein Gordon boson we can write the Lagrangian as L= TV=(d/dx)(d/dx)-'2= (d/dx)(d/dx)-'2= (d/dx)(d/dx)-i(1-4)'2. Thus we define this Klein
Gordon scalar field from:

Note in the covariant derivative
W is from our new pde S matrix. Need the B  of the form it has to make the neutrino charge
zero. Need to put in a zero charge Z. The B component is generated from the rH/r and the
structure of the B and A=W+B =
is needed to both have a zero
charge neutrino and nonzero mass electron. So Define

The left handed doublet was given by the fractal theory (eq.1.12)
W is needed in W +B to bring in the epsilon ambient metric mass.
Need to add the second term to the Dirac equation to give the electron mass.

The SU(2) rotation generated by including the 0deg extrema also allows the Octonian (section
3)possibility (with that SU(2) rotation still imbedded) so from section 3 E8XE8 and that
SU(3)XSU(2)XU(1) rotation is pulled out in the dZ spinor here to because it is the one subgroup
of E8XE8 that contains that SU(2).
In this way we showed that the Standard Model of Particle physics GSW is uniquely generated
by this theory.
We also note what was suppressed here when we set the =constant is the 1040 fractalness, rH
hard shell, Copenhagen. So we got the GSW where it worked and also the rest of physics that the
GSW does not apply to.
Recall mijvivj gives us dynamics, accelerations, with these v s limited to c. Recall gij also
contains the potentials (of the fields) A. We can then take the pathological case of gij =A= in
the S matrix integral context and gik/xj=0 since the mainstream Dirac equation formalism made
the gij constants (Ch.5). Then mij(gkm/2)(gik/xj+gjk/xi-gij/xk) =(1/0)(0)=undefined, but not
zero. Take the gik/xj to be mere 0 limit values and then  becomes finite then. Furthermore
19.13 and 17.3 (Coulomb potential) would then imply that Ao=1/r (and U(1)) and note the higher
orders of the Taylor expansion of the Energy=1/(1-1/r) term (=1-1/r+(1/r)2-(1/r)3...(equation 14.1
geometrical series expansion) where we could then represent these n th order 1/rn terms with
individual 1/r Coulomb interactions accurate if doing alternatively doing Feynman vacuum
polarization graphs in powers of 1/r). Also we could subtract off the infinities using counterterms
in the standard renormalization procedure. Thus in the context of the S matrix this 1st alternative
could ironically give nearly the exact answers if pathologically A= and so we have explained
why QED renormalization works! Thus instead of being a nuisance these QED infinities are a
necessity if you mistakenly choose to set rH=0.
We have enough here to construct a Lagrangian based Standard Model of particle physics

But this theory is stuck without self consistently putting in the nontrivial kappa everywhere the
flat space version otherwise occurs. String theory is then at a dead end.
The same goes for the Standard Model of Particle physics. You got as much out of these models
as they are going to give.
Now going back to the dZ of the previous simple theory, you easily see where the Copenhagen
interpretation comes from (it’s 4D), you obviously have the rH hard shell, you actually
understand the origin of quarks as those 2P3/2 states at r=rH, you even get that electron-universe
1040X cosmology! Everything becomes clear! (ie.,just solve Z=0)
It actually quite cool to understand where contemporary mainstream theoretical physics works
in the regimes it does work in, how to apply some band aids (i.e., that completely self consistent
nontrivial kappa ) to make it work a little better than it does and how it ultimately it will all fail.
The analyticity of Z (Laplacian) giving the fields.
3.3 Sequence rH=r’H=..<r” Perturbative Rotations So Approximately Spin 0
In addition by finding the time and space dependence of the  given by the above equation for
r<rH (using Heisenberg equations of motion) we will have also identified the M th scale Mth rate
of change. Thus from the above equations, for this internal observer, then, as rrH we have M th
scale h’ is large (thus we have the sect.23.4 quantized metric) r’(huge space since
dr’2=rrdr2= dr2/(1-rH/r)), 2/dt’(=’) then makes the observer’s zitterbewegung a very high
frequency ’ in comparison to the M+1th scale , 0 as rrH, since =oo so space is very
low density * (as interstellar gas is), and the mass m’o of the whole universe gets big (recall
~1020 stars) also making the inside observer’s r’H ( 1/mo’) small. So an observer approaching
the horizon observes himself in a huge, low density (i.e.,*0) but heavy universe with the
inside observer’s own ‘electrons’ then constructed from his own high frequency zitterbewegung
and extremely small r’H. So the existence of the selfsimiliarity (fractalness) of those Mth terms
implies that for r<rH observers (M fractal scale) there exists a universe with an identical physical
structure to our own!
Thus inside r<rH we could write equation 1.2b again and solve for dr+dt=constant on a
M-1 th variational scale, just as in section 1.1: there exists always a higher M scale variation in
equation 1.2b. Thus the higher order M scale terms in equation 1.2b are selfsimilar and therefore
redundant
There have been various attempts in the past to construct such a Klein Gordon “wavefunction
() of the universe” (a term coined by Wheeler) and here we have finally succeeded.
But those N set of fractal Dirac equations with those kappa metric components allows you to
derive these assumptions of the Standard Model, with perhaps the universe-objectB ambient
metric combination constituting the ambient effects of the Higgs (the SM doesn't predict the
Higgs mass anyway). The universe component in the large frame dragging limit is a spin 0 boson
(recall Wheeler's bosonic wave function of the universe). In the eiHt of object B the
Ht=(H/(1-v2/c2))to=H2to=2. We are outside of object B so its zitterbewegung is once
again oscillatory sineGordon cos2=1-4/2 phi4 Mexican hat potential addition to the
background H of object A. 'This field ' 'then has many of the properties of the Higgs . Here
the W, Z and electron have nonzero mass anyway and the metric associated with the n+1 fractal
scale object B (universe) does give us the inertia, does give the electron mass. Thus the object A
and B combination is a good fit to what is supposedly observed to be a Higgs background field
and you could reformulate these object A and B effects in a symmetry breaking Higgs field
context. So the idea is that the field equations and the Dirac equation symmetries that the

Standard Model (including even the Higgs effects) assumes can themselves be derived from that
first principles point postulate. Then use those "mature" methods associated with the standard
model to derive experimental cross sections, interaction matrices and so on.
Note from section 4.6 and equation 4.15 we observe only two scales, the M+1 and M scale Dirac
doublet objects plus the observer M th scale object: thus three equation 9 objects. Eq. 1.9 is
used in this context for the rest of this book (e.g., case1, case2, case3 of Ch.19). Note also we
have the two metric equations 1.5 and 1.6 in the context of the four diagonal ii ‘unknowns’
associated with eq.1.9 resulting in a 2D degrees of freedom space time. So we can still use the
2D metric equations as we do throughout this book (e.g.,section 4.6). Implicitly at least spacetime is then still 2D as in our point postulate.
3.5 Ambient metric
Note  arises from the M+1 fractal scale eq. 1.6a and so is not normalized out in this Mth
scale normalization. So to get the actual flat space background we undo the  normalization with
a eC multiplication (proper time ds clock reset) and get our final ambient (as in 4.11 also) metric:
ds 2= (1++)dr2 +(1/(1++)dt2 by 1-eC to get ds 2= (1+)dr2+(1/(1+2+)dt2 (1.13)
2.3 Fractal Universe Special Case Of Everett’s Wave Function Of the Universe
In Everett’s theory we let A be the recording part (memory) the coordinates of A are “a” let’s
say. Let  then be the wave function of the universe:
(a,b,t)=n(a)n(b,t)
(E)
2
The norm of n is db|n(b,t)| is the weight of the mainstream expansion (E)
Everett assumes there is huge “reduced’ subset of (a,b,t) we could call
(a,b,t)=Nn(a)n(b,t) which are his well known “ many worlds” (ie., many wavefunctions).
Thus when we make an observation the wave function is picked from these many possible wave
functions and so we need not be concerned with the effect of the collapse of a single wave
function and so we avoid nonlocality.
But if (a,b,t) (in (a,b,t)=n(a)n(b,t)) goes to:
(a,b,t)Dirac , (a)Dirac and  itself becomes a sum of
Dirac eigenfunctions then we have our fractal (electron inside electron) universe.
Thus a special case of a mainstream equation (E) is our fractal universe so in a way this fractal
idea is connected to mainstream physics.
2.4 Observational Evidence For This r<rH observer1040 X Selfsimilar scale Increase
Section 1.4 implies a sequence FM of fractal scales and in section 2.1 we showed that lepton
particle masses imply a 1040 scale size jump (FS) from the electron to the cosmological (Dirac
particle) scale. Note this is a radial scale change. For example acceleration has units of m/s2. But
since time and distance units both scale the same for the “object” of section 1.1 (i.e., can just
scale m/s21/distance) we just multiply the single distance in the cosmological acceleration by
the (section 1.4) scale factor r’H/rH =1/FS1/1040 (i.e., N th Fractal Scale/N+1 th scale) to see
what the acceleration must be on the N the fractal scale. In that regard the acceleration of two
electrons (Nth fractal scale) placed the classical electron radius apart (1014
meters2e2/mec2ke=rH in the geodesics, the moving electron case) is given approximately by
ae=ke2/r2me= [1010][(10-38]/[(10-28]10-30=1030m/s2. Recall that there is a mass equivalent of
approximately 1081 protons in the universe. So the acceleration of two cosmological (N+1 th
fractal scale) objects placed a cosmological radius (1027m) apart is: aM=GM/r2=

[10-10][1081](2X[10-27]/[1011*1013*1000]2 =10-10m/s2. Now multiplying the cosmological
acceleration by the scale factor 1040 as we suggested above gives: 1040X10-10=1030 m/s2 which is
the same as the N th fractal scale acceleration thus showing the fractal self-similarity of the
electron to the cosmological object.). From sections 25.7 and 4.3 gravity and the electrostatic
force are given by the same equations (the Lamb shift took care of the excess over Coulomb
potential energy in section 17.4) thus are one and the same force observed from these two
radically different scales with the FS (=1040) scale factor also their relative strengths. Also
background metric quantization resulting from interactions with other huge outside objects is
scaled by the same factor FS. See chapter 23.
Also in c=d/t (i.e., light cone coordinate system of |dr|=|dt| from section 1.1) the d scales by the
same amount as t adding a whole new level of covariance to relativity: the laws of physics are
not changed from going outside to inside: the (fractal) self-similarity is complete. Also the
“largest observable size” rH of the first part of sec.4.5 is at this FS.
Figure 2-1 provides a summary of the observed consequences of the eq1.9 fractalness:

Hemispherical Assymetry (Planck satellite)
L=2 and L=3 cbr moment orientations also imply dipole. Note dipole implies the above
orientation as well (blue-red arrows). In the gamma ray image also note the same “axis of evil”
Hemispherical asymmetry (Planck satellite) spin axis. New Scientist, Sept2009
Recall my generalized Heisenberg equations of motion for curved space e^udu/(1-coshu)=dr/r
implied a 370By old universe.
Also recall that there is one object B metric jump period every 6by and so 60 such oscillations in
the past 370by. So (1/3)1836~600; 600/60=10 and so 10X370=3.7Trillion~ 4 Trillion years
before our own cosmological contraction, when the red shifts change to blue shifts.
Note that in chapter 2 that the electron has a constant mass (function of angle that stays the same)
and that that the universe took ~370billion years to expand with the last 13billion years being
the hockey stick rapidly changing component. Thus the early universe was in thermal
equilibrium and so in one metric quantization state. Thuse each electron started out at one v and
kept its mass in L=mvr conservation of momentum.This implies that the inside of an electron
resembles a whirlpool. Thus both global and local angular momentum are conserved, just like in
a fluid in a whirlpool. Thus in L=mvr as r gets smaller, v increases since the electron mass m,
our only particle with proper mass, remains the same throughout the expansion (see Ch.2, The
electron mass term is a function of angle in the Kerr metric and the angle does not change in the
expansion). Note the expansion is isotropic and homogeneous to begin with since connections
between events are time-like (ie., causal) at this time.
Note in a whirlpool the angular velocity =v/r is greatest near the middle. This has the effect
of shearing off those spherical harmonic nodes and metric quantization waves creating chaotic
looking imagery toward the middle. See below also.

The two slices

Chapter 3: Solve Equation 1.9 directly For r<rH (cosmology) rrH
(particle physics) And r>>rH(QED)
3.1 Solve Equation 1.9 For rrH (what the outside observer sees)

As an illustration of the power of this technique (i.e., equation 1.9 given oo=goo=1-rH/r) there is
(baryon) stability at rrH, since the time component goo (=1-rH/r) is zero then and so clocks slow
down (thus proton stability).
Also the implied new potential V (at rrH) causes the 2P3/2 state solutions to fill ahead of the 2P½
as noted by Alberto (Alberto, 1998 and also in a related rounded edge square well (shell model)
study by A.E.S. Green in 1956; our N=0 ground state in Ch.19 allows this), in Alberto’s hard
shell ultrarelativistic approximation giving his L-S coupling. Note that the 2P3/2 state (and its sp2
hybrid) for this new electron Dirac equation gives a azimuthal trifolium, 3 lobe shape and thus a
/3 spherical harmonic wavelength so that for covalent bonding r’rH/3 in oo=1-r’/r. This /3
also is used in section 16.1 to calculate P wave scattering. In any case given the three trifolium
lobes, this ONE charge e (so don’t need color to guarantee this) spends 1/3 of its time in each
lobe (fractionally charged lobes, 1/3e), the lobe structure is locked into the center of mass
(asymptotic freedom) and can’t move fast (nonrelativistic) just as with the Schrodinger equation
spherical harmonics, there are six 2P states (corresponding to the 6 flavors), P wave scattering
(sect.20.6) gets the jets, which are the main properties of quarks! (strong force, Halzen,
‘quarks’). Note that the 2S½ state solution is twice the energy of the 2P3/2 of equation 1.9
(Alberto, 1998) and we can identify the 2S½ then with the tauon and the 1S½ with the muon
respectively with the 2P3/2 then the baryons. See chapter 19 for associated Frobenius series
numerical solution eigenvalues. From the atomic physics analogy that 3 lobed * sp2
hybridization still exists even for sigma bond change adding to one of the lobes by the 2P1/2.
Alternatively in the single particle 2P hadron case the 6th 2P state energy (~140GeV) is nearly
inaccessible (and so then are D,F,G,..states) as we show in section 16.3. Note also here single sp2
electrons do not annihilate with the paired 2P3/2 positrons because they are in different states and
the paired state is filled. The filled singlet positron electron (EM) vacuum state and the free
electron do not annihilate for the same reason. There are no gauges required in this theory and
the QCD SU(3) is such a gauge (see figure 3-1). We have found that these half integer spherical
harmonic lobes comprise the hadrons. See chapter 19 for Frobenius series solution numerical
results.
3.2 High (>100Gev) Energy Solutions
Note at high energy the electrons in the 2P3/2 lobes (e.g., udd) would appear stationary, not
averaged blob (density distributions). We are back to having single ‘e’ (not fractional “e”)
scatterers again. Thus at very high energies (>100GeV) single e (not fractional charge) should
once again dominate scattering and we should no longer see these “jets” (which in the above
context is mere P wave scattering) caused by higher probability emission in these trifolium lobe
directions. Also note that rH in oo is a hard shell and therefore Van der Waals type liquid
equation of state at >100Gev energies. Note by the way that the 6th 2P resonance is observable at
these energies.
At ultrarelativistic speeds (i.e., near c) the actual distance d moved is the about same in a given
amount of time t in the external frame of reference. Also the clocks slow down near rH making
this time T larger so the effective velocity observed by the outside observer is d/t>>d/T thus
much larger. Thus at the highest LEP energies we (should) have seen single charge scattering

once again, no more fractional charges (which was in fact observed). Also at BNL we (should)
have seen no more jets and have seen that liquid equation of state (both of which were observed).
The standard model (theory) contradicts all of these observed results, this theory predicts them.
Plate B Fields Split 2P state Energies

Object A is in a P state and is ultrarelativistic so semiclassically c=2rH/T around object B, the
central object of objects A,B and C.. Thus T =2rH/c= 2X2.817X10 -15/3X108= 5.9X10-23sec
Object A (and C) time gets contracted by amount (1-v2/c2)= 2/1836=1/918 (object C and A
must add to 2(918)me) so 5.9X10-23/918=6.42X10-26sec. So i=q/t =1.602X10-19/(6.42X10-26) =
2.5X106C/sec. So for loop current seen instantaneously by object A in that plate which is in a P
state we have the usual B=oi/2rH=4X10-7X2.5X106/(2(2.81X10-15 )) =5.57X1014 T. B field at
center. Orbiting object C also adds a gml=(2)1=2= C (but no gsms since obect C spin S plays no
role in corotating object A whose own spin on the other hand plays a large role). The Energy =E
in the Paschen Back is then E=BzB(ml+gsm+C)= 5.57X10149.274X10-24(1+2(1)+2 )= 2.58X10-8
j given m transitions of m=1.
Note that 2.58X10-8 /1.5X10-10 =172ratio of the mass of the m=3/2 (t) to the proton (actual 184,
6% difference,a possible quadrupole addition B field perturbation) so apparently we have found
the solution to the hierarchy problem (ie., large mass top t). This t, is about 184X heavier than
the proton. For no time dilation (outside non plate field at rH, the condition possible on a neutron
star) however 1.126X10-11j, 6.675X1011 T, the often quoted magneto star maximum value of B.
Note also from the above graph why m=-3/2 (u) and m=1/2 (d) are nearly the same low energy
and why the s and c states are nearly the same energy. In that regard the neutron and proton have
nearly the same mass (but are comprised of different numbers of u and d), s (strange) state - is
at 1.67GeV and the c state c meson is at 2GeV, not very fare apart as implied by the above
graph. Note the B state is far above these two states but is far below the t. These derived
results, from my model, have all been observed!
Given the t energy can be calculated from the Paschen Back algorithm (above) it sure looks
obvious that we have derived what particle physicists would call the quark energies, which in my

theory are the 6 P orbital splittings due to these huge plate magnetic fields. Of course the
mainstream hasn't a clue as to why these states have these energies (Higgs!?), the high t mass
energy problem even has a name: the hierarchy problem.
Composite System |1>|2>|3>
It is well known that (and also implied by the new pde) for the composite system of two
electrons |1>|2> you get, from the analysis of the invariance of the resulting Casimir operator
J^2, the resulting state |JA,JB,J,M> with combined operator JA+JB=J. Using the resulting
Clebsch Gordon coefficients we find the decomposition 2X2=3+1, m=1,0,-1 ortho triplet state
and singlet para state.which indeed are well known.(eg., Zeeman or Paschen Back line splitting).
But for a third spin 1/2 particle we have |1>|2>|3> and so the Clebsch Gordon coefficients imply
the decomposition (2X2)X2=(3X2)+(1X2)=4+2+2 so that three spin 1/2 particles group
together into four spin 3/2 and only two spin 1/2.s, 6 states altogether. Note then the many 3/2
(trifolium core) states!
Recall also that the 2P3/2 solution to new pde at r=rH gives trifolium shape, fills first.
Also those ultrarelativistic plates contain such large B fields that the Paschen back effect at r=rH
splits these states into the 6 udscbt states (flavors). The P lobes can't leave (asymptotic freedom)
and P wave scattering implies the jets. Also the two positron plates only cross at the central
electron position hence they don't repel and we thus are allowed a bound state even with two
positrons. The positron and electron may rarely annihilate into a gamma ray but even if they do,
because of the presence of the third heavy particle, that gamma ray will immediately create a
electron and a positron replacement making this annihilation merely virtual.
Single Electron Probability:
A single electron in the trifolium implies that on average each of the 3 trifolium lobes has (1/3)e
charge.
Multiparticle Electron Probability:
For two positrons and one electron the probability of seeing a +(2/3)e lobe is twice that of seeing
a -(1/3)e lobe ((2/3,2/3,-1/3 or uud)
For two positrons, an electron and an outlier electron the probability of seeing a -(1/3)e lobe is
twice as high as a +(2/3)e lobe.(-1/2,-1/3,2/3 or ddu).
Hence we have derived quark theory from a new pde that only contains one particle. -e,+e.
The presence of a third nearby object is well known to initiate rapid pair creation from a gamma
ray of sufficiently high energy. For example recall a gamma ray must pass close to a heavy
nucleus to initiate pair creation (from conservation of momentum considerations).
Well, in that 2P3/2 state at r=rH, there indeed is a third nearby object (since there are 3 particles
here) and its plate field is very strong.(quadruply differential cross-section)
Hence pair creation occurs very rapidly.
Thus even if objects B and C annihilate they are spontaneously created again (a virtual creation
and annihilation channel).
So we never really see them disappear! So even with closely spaced particles and antiparticles in
that new pde 2P3/2 state at r=rH the system is stable, infinitely stable in fact!

3.3 Solve 1.9 directly for r>>rH: No Renormalization Required Here
2
For r>>rH Energy= 1 /  oo  1 / 1  rH / r  1  rH / 2r  3 / 8rH / r   .. in equation 1.9 with
the first term being mass energy, second term the Coulomb potential and the third term giving a
small addition to the Coulomb potential that allows us, because it gives the Lamb shift anyway
(2,0,0*(3/8)(rH/r)22,0,0dV=ELamb), to drop the higher order diagrams and renormalization in
QED, equation 2.6, section 17.4. See ch.18 discussion of anomalous gyromagnetic ratio as well
(it comes from rr). We even in chapter 6 explain from first principles the origin of the
renormalization infinities of the old gauged method.
3.4 Solutions of equation 1.9 from Expectation values of QM operators Using Section 1.3
Result px = -ih/x
We multiply equation px = -ih/x in section 1.3 by normalized * and integrate over the
volume to define the expectation value of operator px for this observer representation:
 p, t | p | p, t   t pdV

(implies Hilbert space if  is normalizable). Or for any given operator ‘A’ we write in general as
a definition of the expectation value:
(3.1)
 A  a, t | A | a, t 
The time development of equation 1.9 is given by the Heisenberg equations of motion (for
equation 1.90. We can even define the expectation value of the (charge) chirality in terms of a
generalization of 3.1 for e spin ½ particle creation e from a spin 0 vacuum e. In that regard let
e be the spin0 Klein Gordon vacuum state in zero ambient field and so ½ 1   5  e   e . Thus
the overlap integral of a spin ½ and spin zero in zero field is:
<vacuum helicity of charge>  et  e dV =  et 1 / 21   5  e dV
(3.2)





So 1 / 2 1   5 =helicity creation operator for spin ½ Dirac particle: This helicity is the origin of
charge as well for a spin ½ Dirac particle. See additional discussion of the nature of charge near
the end of Chapter 18. Alternatively, in a second quantization context, equation 3.2 is the
equivalent to the helicity coming out of the spin 0 vacuum e and becoming spin½ source charge
with ½(1±5)at being the charge helicity creation operator.
3.5 Review of (the meaning of) Solving Equation 1.9 Directly Using Equation 3.1 and
Frobenius Series Solution
In direct analogy to how the Schrodinger equation is solved (e.g., chapter 10, pp.201 Merzbacher
2nd Ed. Quantum Mechanics, Wiley), we solve equation 1.9 for  using separation of variables
=R(r)(Y L,m1/2). See figure 3-1. These equations then separate into a differential equation
purely in r and another half integer spherical harmonic equation purely in  and . By the way if
we were given these two equations instead we could go backwards to form =R(r)(YL,m1/2). I
call this process inverse separability (section 25.13) and it is needed to use the Dirac doublet
(section 4.6) to build the Fermi four line G interaction using equation 3.2 as in sections 2.2, 16.1.
Also, just as with the Schrodinger equation, the Frobenius series solution is used to find quantum
numbers such as J and m (ch.19). We also use equation 3.1 to find eigenvalues. Additionally for
r<rH a sinht radial metric time development is found (equation 10.2) and so a radial coordinate
transformation on Zij zitterbewegung cloud expansion is needed (section 2.1) to determine the
effects on Zij due to this motion (giving gravity, see section 12.1). Additionally here the half
integer spherical harmonic solutions near rH are ultrarelativistic so that the Fitzgerald contraction
(alternatively Lorentz transformation of Zij) on the S and P states must be evaluated (section 2.3).
Using the appropriate S and P state or SM+1 fractal scale radial expansion perturbation values of
Zoo we write down the solutions of the new pde in the regimes
r<rH (cosmology), r=rH (particle physics), r>>rH (QED),
which constitutes the contents of the rest of the book.

Figure 3-1 Conclusion Outline: Solve Equation 1.9 Directly.

Chapter 4

Comparison and Contrast with Standard Theory
4.1 Equivalence Principle Applied to E&M (Unified field theory)
Recall that the electrostatic force Eq=F=ma so E(q/m)=a. Thus there are different accelerations ‘a’
for different charges ‘q’ in an ambient electrostatic field ‘E’. In contrast with gravity there is a single
acceleration for two different masses as Galileo discovered in his tower of Pisa experiment. Thus
gravity (mass) obeys the equivalence principle and so (in the standard result) the metric formalism gij
can apply to gravity.
4.2 Single Charge e Approach
Note that E&M can also obey the equivalence principle but in only one case: if there is a single e and
Dirac particle me in Eq=ma and therefore (to get the correct geodesics, e.g., equation 17.1):
oo = goo=1-2e2/rmec2 =1-rH/r
(4.1)
(with rr=1/oo, equation 1.5) and so then trivially all charges will have the same acceleration in the
same E field. This then allows us to insert this metric gij formalism into the standard Dirac equation
derivation instead of the usual Minkowski flat space-time gij s(below). Thus by making E&M obey
the equivalence principle you force it to have ONE nonzero mass with charge. Thus you force a
unified field theory on theoretical physics!
Review
Recall we started from scratch, from the origins of both math and physics and followed Peano(1)
and postulated ‘1’, here algebraically as z=zz. Then we added a constant real C error to get
z=zz+C eq.1 and the physics. In that regard in general, the complex variable error solutions to
eq.1 are dz=dr+idt, the derived extrema cases such as dr+dt=2ds eq.2 imply our new generally
covariant generalization of the Dirac equation that does not require gauges The dz solutions to
eq. 1 imply Riemann surfaces with scale jumps at the branch cuts, making the universe fractal.
(1)Giuseppe Peano, 1889. Arithmetices Principia, Nova Methodo Exposita, pp. 83–97.
Does The Zitterbewegung Exist?
Recall also that the mainstream says that working in the Schrodinger representation and starting
with the average current (from Dirac eq. (p-mc)(x)=0) assumption and so equation 2 gives
J(+)=(+)tc(+)d3x . Then using Gordon decomposition of the currents and the Fourier
superposition of the b(p,s)u(p,s)e-ipuxu/h solutions (b(p,s) is a normalization constant of td3x.)
to the free particle Dirac equation(2) we get for the observed current (u and v have tildas):
Jk=d3p{±s [|b(p,s)|2+|d(p,s)|2]pkc2/E +i±s,±s’b*(-p,s’)d*(p,s)e2ixp/h u(-p,s’)k0v(p,s)
- i±s,±s’b(-p,s’)d(p,s)e-2ixp/h v(-p,s’)k0u(-p,s).
(1)
(2) E.Schrodinger, Sitzber.Preuss.Akad.Wiss.Physik-Math.,24,418 (1930)
Thus we can either set the positive energy v(p,s) or the negative energy u(p,s) equal to zero and
so we no longer have a e2ixp/h zitterbewegung contribution to Ju, the zitterbewegung no longer
can be seen. Thus we have derived the mainstream idea that the zitterbewegung does not exist.
But if we continue on with this derivation we can also show that the zitterbewegung does exist if
the electron is in a confined space(3) of about a Compton wavelength in diameter, so that a
nearby confining observer, a wall exists then.
(3) Bjorken and Drell, Relativistic Quantum Mechanics, PP.39, eq.3.32, (1964)

But in this fractal theory the electron on some very small scale also is made up of even smaller
components, it is a composite of many observers. Thus we have our confined space created by
the space of these fractal observers and so the zitterbewegung does exist. Note the Klein paradox
does not occur with the new pde so we can still used the pde within the Compton wavelength.
Thus in the observer coordinates the zitterbewegung exists.
This Result Is More Important In General Relativity Than In Quantum Mechanics
From Chapter 4 the zitterbewegung (de Donder harmonicmotion (2) ) plays a much more
important role in general relativity(GR) The reason is that General Relativity has ten equations
(e.g., R=0) and 10 unknowns g. But the Bianchi identities (i.e.,
R;+R;+R;=0) drop the number of independent equations to 6. Therefore the four
equations (ie., (-), =0) of the (zitterbewegung) harmonic condition fill in the four degrees
of freedom needed to make GR 10 equations R=0 and 10 unknown g. We thereby do not
allow the gauge formulations that give us wormholes or other such arbitrary, nonexistent
phenomena. In that regard this de Donder harmonic gauge (equivalent condition) is what is used
to give us the historically successful theoretical predictions of General Relativity such as the
apsidal motion of Mercury and light bending angle around the sun. So the harmonic ‘gauge’ is
not an arbitrary choice of “gauge”. It is not a gauge at all actually since it is a physically real set
of coordinates: the zitterbewegung oscillation harmonic coordinates.
(3) John Stewart (1991), “Advanced General Relativity”, Cambridge University Press, ISBN 0521-44946-4
Klein Paradox
Recall that rr=1/(1-rH/r). Recall that for the ordinary Dirac equation that the reflection (Rs) and
transmission (Ts) coefficients at a abrupt potential rise are:
Rs= ((1-)/1+))2 and Ts=4/(1+)2 where =p/k2(E+m-V).
Note in that new pde that pr=(rr)p. therefore then at r=rH we find that Rs=1 and Ts=0.
as expected. Thus nothing makes it through the barrier at rH thereby resolving the Klein paradox:
there is no paradox anymore with the new pde.
Therefore the new pde applies to the region inside the Compton wavelength just as much as
anywhere else.
If you drop the new pde rrall kinds of problems occur inside the Compton wavelength such as
more particles moving to the right of the barrier as were coming in from the right, Hence the
Klein paradox(4)
(4) O.Klein, Z. Physik, 53,157 (1929)
By adopting the new pde instead of the old 1928 Dirac equation you make the Dirac equation
self consistent at all scales and find no more paradoxes
4.3 Tensor Geometry Consequences of C2 with =0
Recall equation 1.6 (and so rr) is C2 everywhere except at r=0. Recall from section 1.1 we can write
ds=rr dr’+oodt’=dr+dt with observer drrr dr’ with analogous statement for dt. Given dr,dt is
continuous (since they are C2) in the domain r< then a vector operator observable A=dr’/dt’ is also
C2 (since the ij are) except at r=0 and t=0 (eq.1.6). Note squared ds in dZ*dZ and note the metric
equation ab constants in front of the dr2, dt2 and dr2=dx2+dy2+dz2 degrees of freedom of section 1.3.

Also from eq 1.3 we have (ds)=0 giving the geodesic equations in a GR context. Thus we have
proven the underlying assumptions of general relativity (thus we know where it comes from) and can
proceed to derive the tensor formulation from first principles this time (i.e., our postulate 1.1).
In that regard given a (observable) vector operator A that explicitly operates on the  of equation 1.9
in section 1.3 we then construct the Riemann Christofell Tensor of the Second Kind R abcd from the
abgab using the C2 of A given by (Ai,jk-Ai,kj)|a,t> =(RmijkAm )|a,t>. We can then contract this
RmijkAm|a,t>= tensor to get the Ricci tensor Rij (here Rij Rmijm).
Note here A is the Quantum Operator and the coefficient R is a (geometry) tensor. Define the
scalar R = R We then define conserved quantity Z from
R-½RZ
(4.2)
after substituting in equations 3.2, 4.1 we see for example that
Zoo=4rH
(4.3)
where from equation 4.1 we have rH =2e2/mec2.
In free space we can see from equation 4.2 that:
RA|a,t>= 0
Solving the geometry components R22=0 and R11 =0 using 4.5-4.8 for spherical symmetry gives
us respectively: 1/rr=1-rH/r, and rr=1/oo
(4.4)
showing that equation 4.2 is equivalent to equations 1.5 and 1.6 if there is no nontrivial
background metric contribution (i.e.,=0). See section 4.4 for the actual case with nontrivial ).
4.4 Derivation of The Background Metric Using The  and  Of Chapter 2
A Background Metric
Use metric ansatz: ds2=-e(dr)2-r2d2-r2sind2+edt2 so that goo=e, grr=e. From equation 4.2
for spherical symmetry in free space
R11= ½”- ¼’’+ ¼(’)2-’/r =0
(4.5)
R22=e -[1+½ r(’-’)]-1=0
(4.6)
2
-
R33=sin {e [1+½r(’-’)]-1}=0
(4.7)
-
2
Roo=e [-½”+¼ ’’-¼(’) - ’/r]=0
(4.8)
Rij=0 if ij
(eq. 4.5-4.8 from pp.303 Sokolnikof): Equation 4.7 is a mere repetition of equation 4.6. We thus
have only three equations on  and  to consider. From equations 4.5, 4.8 we deduce that
’=-’ so that radial =-+constant =-+C for our nonzero free space metric of chapter 2
normalizing to one real dimension as in the postulate. So e-+C=e. Note C can be imaginary or
real. Then 4.6 can be written as:
e–Ce (1+r’)=1
(4.9)

-
-C
Set e =. So e =e and so integrating this first order equation (equation.4.9) we get:
=-2m/r +eC e and e-=(-2m/r +eC)e–C
(4.10)
Now we substitute 4.10 into the metric of equation 1.2 (using section 1.3 dr2=dx2+dy2+dz2
result). The result is:
2

dr 
 2m

2
2
2
2
ds 
 r 2 d '  r 2 sin 2  ' d '  1 
 e C  1 c 2 dt ' .
2m'
r


1
r
From equation 1.6 we can identify radial eC1+2 with also rotational oblateness perturbation 
already a component here (section 2.1).





In general write the resulting asymmetry in 1/rr and oo by resetting the proper time (squared)
clock ds2 (details in section 25.12) by multiplying by the pure radial eC1+2 coefficient
allowing here for both (relative) positive and negative  in the background metric:


1
ds 2  (1   ) 1     dt 2 
dr 2 
(4.11)
1      

Note for the 1+ choice in equation 4.11 we have goo=1+2+, g22=1/(1+) (used below in
equation 18.3 for real metric coefficient case) or for imaginary C as above
goo= ei(2+)
(4.11a)
used in section 23.4 for background metric case. =.060406.
Note m’ is a separate, independent integration constant from C. Thus for the special case of the
metric at r=rH=2m’=2me-C for 2P3/2 we have: 1/oo=(1/2)/(1ccc/2)
(4.10a)
where the c indicates that these s in the denominator are independent of the  s in the numerator
because it comes from a the different integration constant.
For B and D object rotations d=oodt adds a term kdcdt
=rH(dt)cdt=rH(dt)cdt2= tok oodt2 with the energy contribution being oo=  energy times
the above metric contribution (1)/(1) =background contribution/(spherically symmetric
metric contribution). to get a new term Energy = (angular velocity contribution)X (background
metric contribution)/(spherically symmetric metric contribution)=
1/oo=(1/2)/[(1/2)(1ccc/2)]
(4.11b)
For ambient metric component D we can jump form ground state  to next higher state
1/oo=(1/2)/
(4.11c)
Giving the W and Z for the weak interaction.
Recall for the energy (eq.2.6a)
En=Rel(1/goo)=Rel (ei(2+))=1-42/4+.. =1-22/21- ½. Multiply both sides by c/r (for 2
body S state =r, sec.16.2), use reduced mass (two body m/2) to get E= c/r +(c/(2r))= c/r
+(ke2/2r)= QM(r=/2, 2 body S state)+E&M where we have then derived the fine structure
constant . This ambient metric method also is a solution to the baryonic 3 body problem. For
example in Chapter 19 note the 2P3/2 state at r=rH accompanies a 2S state of the same energy.
These 2S electrons are ultrarelativistic (section 2.2) so are Fitzgerald contracted to a plane and so
averaged over time appear themselves to be a nearly homogenous background. Thus we can use
equation 4.11 to obtain case1 grr=1+k/k with goo=1-k/r still. Thus we have solved the baryonic 3
body problem.
B 2D Free Field Just Above Background
In the near background equation 4.22 in the free space
weak field
approximation is (with gij=1-hij:
2
2
with |hij |<<1) :
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In the Fourier decomposition of a diagonal = metric g= akxikx the above equation is
rewritten in the Fourier decomposition of k as Rkkh-k(2kh-kh)=0.
There are two parts to this equation, the kkh part and 2kh-kh =
2
2
2
  
1  
h  . Given dt=dr in section 1.1
   h    h    h =    h 
2 x
x  x
x x
x x
x x

1
in 2D then ds=0, hoo=hrr in eq. 5.1 near flat space limit so that e11  e22 in: k  e  k e . So
2

1
1
k1 (e11  e22 )  k1 (2e11 )  k1e11 which makes the second part equal to zero. Thus for the
2
2
first part kkh =0 or
2 h=0
(4.11b)
thereby providing an alternative description of the Chapter 10 zitterbewegung oscillation since at
this stage we are still in the QM operator development of section 4.3 (i.e., we haven’t yet taken
expectation values). We can then define 4vector Au from dyadic huuAu/vu .motivated by the
different Fitzgerald contraction responses of rH for the different coordinate 4velocities vu.
k1e11 

4.5 r<rH Application: Unobservability Through rH
Note from equations 1.5, 1.6 (and classically from 4.2) we have the Schwarzchild metric event
horizon of radius R2Gm/c2 in the M+1 fractal scale where m is the mass of a point source. Also
define the null geodesic tangent vector Km to be the vector tangent to geodesic curves for light
rays. Let R be the Schwarzchild radius or event horizon for rH=2e2/mec2. Thus (Hawking,
pp.200) in the case that equation applies we have: RmnKmKn>0 for r<R in the Raychaudhuri
(Kn=null geodesic tangent vector) (4.12) equation. Then if there is small vorticity and shear there
is a closed trapped surface (at horizon distance “R” from x) for null geodesics. No observation
can be made through such a closed trapped surface. Also from S.Hawking, Large Scale Structure
of Space Time, pp.309...instead he will see O’s watch apparently slow down and asymptotically
(during collapse) approach 1 o’clock...”. So grr=1/(1-rH/r) in practical terms never quite becomes
singular and so we cannot observe through rH either from the inside or the outside (space like
interval, not time like). Note we live in between fractal scale horizon rH=rM+1 (cosmological) and
rH=rM (electron). Thus we can list only two observable (Dirac) vacuum Hamiltonian sources
(also see section 1.5).
HM+1 and HM (4.13)
But we are still entitled to say that we are made of only ONE “observable” source i.e., HM of
equation 1.9 (which we can also view from the inside (cosmology) and the outside (particle
physics). Thus this is a Ockam’s razor optimized unified field theory using:

ONE “observable” source

(4.14)
of nonzero proper mass which is equivalent to our fundamental postulate of equation 1.1. The
standard theory (SM) in contrast is a hodge podge of many sources (charges), gauge terms, free
parameters, counter terms, many many assumptions of this and that. See right side of figure 3-1
and also chapter 6 below.
4.6 Sequence pdeS M+1 and pdeP M
Recall section 1.4 and the several optional sequences coming out of (dr+dt)=0. We will
consider in this section sequence pdeS M+1 and pdeP M because of its particular to modern
physics but all other possible combinations appear to exist too as we note below. Also note that
we use the 10 Rij equations and 10 gij unknowns that reduce to 4 independent equations because
of the Bianchi identities. Note that it is then possible (even using standard GR theory) to lower
the net degrees of freedom (dimensionality) if there are extra hidden constraints on the system.
For example the two zitterbewegung equations (Ch.10) for r expansion and rotation further
reduce these to two equations and two unknowns, 2D. Again our universe still appears to be 4
dimensional since those constraints (equations) are subtle and hidden. The tip-tail set of points is
obviously nonlocal (2D+2D=4D here) and the 2D point is local. So for local phenomena we can
work in 2D and have a vacuum that is truly a vacuum. We nonlocally live on the 2D surface of
a wave allowing us to see a 4D universe. Recall inertial frame dragging is complete if there is no

other nearby source which leads to that small mass of the electron in the case of our being in
object A.
Gedanken Experiment
I discovered a simple gedanken experiment that showed that inertial frame dragging arguments
imply that in the limit as two points are close together (ie.,near the bottom of ergosphere limit in
this case because the horizon can’t be penetrated in a finite amount of time) the neighborhood of
each point is 2 dimensional. Technically a geometric (ideal) point (mass) must always be inside
the event horizon and also can’t rotate but as a plausibility argument the two points can co-rotate
in a hypothetical Kerr metric about their COM. In that regard the Kerr metric can be written as
c2ds2= (gtt-gt2/g)dt2+grrdr2+gd2+g(d+(gt/g)dt)2

(4.15)

Note this metric has a co-rotating reference frame that is rotating with angular speed Ω that
depends on both the radius r with colatitude  with dt=d and
= gt/g= =rsrc/(2(r2+2)+rs2rsin2). (4.15a)
Note d = dt where  is the angular velocity of the Kerr black hole and  is the frame dragging
angular velocity. Thus if  = then d-dt=0 (in eq.4.15) implying that the outside inertial
frame has no effect at all anymore. In equation 4.15a as r gets small  does in fact get big
approaching the huge  of the Kerr black hole (can’t get any faster than that). Also since the
points by definition are in the plane then =0, d=0. Thus in this gedanken experiment the term
that contains the d (ie.,d-dt) goes to zero and so the remaining nonzero metric terms are dr
and dt in equation 1 and hence in the limit as rrH (at the bottom of the ergosphere) the only
nonzero Kerr metric terms left over are the dr2 and dt2 terms (thus 2D), again the rest go to zero.
So we can then say that inertial frame dragging arguments imply that in the neighborhood of the
point the space is 2D.
So that tip tale of the point vector are each 2D and so the total degrees of freedom are 4D.
Thus in this gedanken experiment the term that contains the d (ie.,d-dt) equals zero and
so the remaining nonzero metric terms are dr and dt in equation 4.15 and hence in the limit as
drrH (i.e., the bottom of the ergosphere) the r,t metric in 4.15 is then two dimensional: 2D
Thus inertial frame dragging arguments lead to the conclusion that in limit as two (mass) points
get close together the neighborhood around each point becomes two dimensional, 2D.
Another Gedanken Experiment
I have been doing a gedanken experiment lately.
Recall that from the new pde E= h=E=1/(oo=1/(1-rH/r).. Also recall for the inside observer
where r<rH then i in roeit. So that for the inside observer r=roet accelerating expansion
and the outside observer sees the usual Dirac equation zitterbewegung r=roe^iwt motion (for
near the Compton wavelength given the new pde does not exhibit the Klien paradox).
So here is the Gedanken experiment: what if we are very near, or on, the cusp (ie., near rH)
separating the inside from the outside observer?
What is going on then?

Define =Ht/h. Note oo =e-/2 (so if u is constant then oo=1/ rr are constants so space time is
flat).
In any case we then set e=REL(ei) and note what happens.
Solving this equation to first order then =1/2 here which means u is in fact a constant and space
appears to be flat! Definition of a De Sitter metric:
n=dimensionality
ds2=-dxo2+i=1ndxi2
-xo2 +i=1nx2i =2
R=((n-1)/2)g
We have a one dimensional de Sitter metric equivalent in the complex space representation to
the metric of equation 2. So in the complex plane we write dz=dr+idt. At 45 where ds0,
|dr|=|dt|, dx1=dr, x1=r, n=1, =small, r=1 at 45 from the postulate 1:
ds2=-dt2+dr2 0
-t2 +r2 =small2 (r=1 at 45 from the postulate 1)
R=((1-1)/small2)g =0.
Note the de Sitter metric applies to a massless universe, where light beams and neutrinos exist,
so we need not be one locally (>10-10 meters) for 135 particles with mass.
In our formulation adding a second point creates two separate r,t planes which in a nearly flat
space can be written as dr2=dx2+dy2+dz2 and r2=x2+y2+z2 and get the well known 4D form of the
de Sitter metric. Also we have a ii in our new pde which is constant at rH where et =cost.
So then we have a de Sitter metric there as well.
That is an extremely surprising result that comes from this fractal theory (see attachment) in
which quantum mechanics and GR are both combined, not from pure GR by itself (lots of other
stuff besides GR comes out of z=zz+C where C is noise). So why is this surprising? Because at
the cusp, near r=rH, we are at the event horizon in which space- time is supposed to be maximally
warped! A observed flat space time where space-time is supposed to be maximally warped?!
Hey man, since we are so near rH ourselves (370by) we can test this result! So in fact what do
we observe through our telescopes?
It is well known from recent astronomical observations that we are in a de Sitter space time with
a nonzero cosmological constant . De Sitter space is a flat space time. Recently the
noncosmological constant dark energy theory, the one with the chameleons and effervescence,
was disproved pretty much because chameleons were in fact not observed. The de Sitter
inflationary model result comes out of one of the many 10120 (forms of the inflationary model).
Isotropic And Homogenous 2D In Local Frame Of Reference
This is obviously a local phenomenon because no other object is close by in that case. As an
example in a neutron the inertial frame dragging is nearly complete and in its covalent bond state
there is a location that is nearly isotropic and homogenous so the local 2D can then apply
Also see section 1.5. From equation 4.2 (Ricci tensor) in a homogenous isotropic 2D we have
R-½gR= 0  source since equation 4.2 R=½gR identically then (Weinberg, pp.394) with
=0, 1... Note the 0 (the source) and we have thereby proven the existence of a net zero energy
density vacuum!! But our equation 1.1 postulate for this physics is 2D thus a truly homogenous
and isotropic 2D space-time has O (energy density) sources.

Again Add the Second Point
Recall this theory applies to a 2D complex Z plane with that ds projection (new 4D pde) line on
its diagonal extrema both of which together define our vacuum state. Note for 2D for a
homogenous and isotropic gij we have R-½gR= 0  source since in 2D R=½gR
identically (Weinberg, pp.394) with =0, 1... Note the 0 (=Etotal the source) and we have thereby
proven the existence of a net zero energy density vacuum. Thus our 2D theory implies the
vacuum is really a vacuum!
Recall our point could be inside the ds interval (quadrant I). Also from the new pde equation
E=1/oo =rr energy.
Add Second Point
Add second point ds’ to ds. Not ds is invariant so ds’=0, neutrino. Get
ds+ds’=oodt+rrdr+’oodt’+’rrdr’=”oodt+”rrdr where ”rr=rr+’rr=Ee+Ev =Etotal.
Thus dr’=’rrdr+ ”rrdr= (1/’oo)dr+ (1/”oo)dr = (1/oo)dr+ (1/’oo)dr =Eedr+Evdr=Etotal
dr=0 consistent with the above vacuum value also ensuring that the electron Ee can exchange
energy (with Ev neutrino) as in a metric quantization case (ch.23) ensuring a constant mass
electron. Multiply both sides by dz/dr and get (HO+Hi)=0 in the vacuum. Therefore
equation 4.15 implies:
(EM+p)=0. Thus -EM=p so that the neutrino p is negative
(4.16)
given the positive energy EM electron in 4.10, 4.16. Note the negative sign in this chirality
implies a left handed neutrino. Note the  s on the left and right side of this equation are the
same (except the time propagator eit will give the neutrino a much smaller mass than the
electron or muon) so the electron S1/2 state will have its own type of neutrino, the muon S1/2 state
its own type with the electron and muon neutrino S states then being orthogonal in the weak
interaction.
Therefore we have derived the left handed Dirac doublet core of the Standard Model (SM)
of particle physics.
It is then the result of the fractal and 2D nature of space time!
 el 
We can then write the left handed spinor components as:
=  
(4.17)
 
as in section 1.5. Equation 1.9 will be applied this way (i.e., equation 4.17) throughout the rest of
this book (e.g., see ch.19 doublet cases) are in this 1.2e doublet context plus above single
electron case in 1.2a. The neutrino is one of many other observable M+1 fractal scale effects
inside the electron, i.e., at r<rH. Thus the neutrino is just one manifestation of the electron as seen
from the inside. Thus the neutrino is not a ‘new’ particle.
Note the electron in that quasi free state with E> (like in a neutron, the two positrons in a
ultrelativistically created bound and central electron making up the proton also) is in a
metastable state as well. The (ch.16) W,Z resonance provides "stimulation" for the emission
just as the flash lamp does in a pulsed ruby rod laser. Here we get that spin 1/2 .175eV neutrino
(100km/sec electron metric quantization, ch.23)) instead of the photon. This explains why
neutrinos are emitted in the weak interaction! You need a quantized metric!
Section 1.5 and in equations 11.2, 4.15 HN is the E&M component of MHM=0=HN +HN+1 and
HN+1 is the neutrino component (recall HN+1  p). Thus for the vacuum
<HN+HN+1>=<+H> <+>. Therefore if a set of nearby grounded conducting plates
(V=0) were set up some of the harmonics in  (given by the distance between the plates and
V=0 at the surfaces) between the plates would not exist since they don’t satisfy the boundary

conditions therefore there is less E&M  energy density between the plates than on the outside.
But the H neutrinos would pass right through the plates therefore there would be a higher
density  (E) outside the plates than inside and this condition would be unaffected here by the
H neutrinos. Thus an inward force on the plates can be calculated. These excluded harmonics
and the resulting inward force (dE/dx) are also the assumptions used to calculate the Casimir
effect (Casimir,1948). Note that the Casimir effect would exist in this situation even though in
equation 4.15. MHM=0 exactly outside this excluded region (far from the region between the
plates) in the vacuum. Thus the vacuum has a net zero energy [recall MHM=0]. This means that
there is no net zero point energy in free space. There are many other reasons for assuming zero
net energy for the vacuum (such as the fact that space is essentially ‘flat’, with the “flatness”
problem solved trivially here by MHM=0) so this reconciliation with the Casmir effect is
important. Using the above electron  and equation 4.15 for the vacuum again:
HN=HM+HM+1=0= for homogenous isotropic background metric.
From equation 10.1 this tiny neutrino  is also imaginary (since then r<rH) implying its tiny mass
is (so=im). So for Lorentz transformations to be real mass= im/(1-v2/c2) then the square root
has to be imaginary (to cancel the numerator i) and so v>c. Thus the neutrino has to be a tiny bit
superluminal (1 part in 1040) to be a real physical particle and is also a Majorana particle since
i in the Dirac equation. But the speed of light itself changed in gravitational fields with the
observer NOT noticing because his clocks correspondingly slow down (from “Principles of
Relativity”, Einstein). Thus the neutrino also slows down in a gravitational field along with the
light.
Also if r<rH then 1/rr=1/(1+)21- addition to the energy making it a case2 neutral as in the
neutral particle property derivations in Ch.18, second page of Ch.19 and the top of section.16.2.
Thus the neutrino is also a neutral particle.
Note the coupling  goes from nothing at 45 in the first quadrant to being large in the second
quadrant. The first quadrant is the N+1 fractal particle(s) and the second quadrant the N th fractal
scale particle(s) because you have jumped through one Riemann surface (given E= 1/(1-rH/r)
complex variable theory) in going from the first to the second quadrant and also jumped one
fractal scale meaning the same thing. So we can write the Dirac equation for the neutrino from
both perspectives:
For example the  has to be zero at 45 for the Dirac equation giving zero charge particle which
applies to a neutrino: the 2/T= term=is (near) zero because T (~1011years) is so
large.(actually it is very slightly superluminal since this tiny  is imaginary). This allows you to
write the Dirac Hamiltonian for the neutrino as the H=*p()= chirality(). If chirality is
negative we say it is "left handed".
Another cool thing is that Mandelbrot set rotates clockwise in going from fractal scale to fractal
scale by a scale change of 1040X http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jGaio87u3A
so that rotates the second quadrant into the first quadrant turning the electron into a neutrino and
the Z into the photon as we jump up in fractal scale. The QM "operators" that have the same spin
whose energies can then cancel each other (without left over spin energy L(L+1)) of these
quadrants are electron, neutrino energies and Z and photon energies.(equal spin, chirality pairs)
respectively.
For 2D isotropic-homogenous space-time the net energy density is zero (i.e., the vacuum is
empty) from Roo-(1/2)gooR=0=KToo energy density so (HN+1+HN)=0. Thus if HN has positive
energy then HN+1 is negative and therefore has that left handed chirality.

The neutrino in this situation is left handed. 5 is the parity operator part of the Cabibbo angle
calculation.
The expectation value of 5 is also the velocity. Also i (i=x,y,z) is the charge conjugation
operator.
Here we can then normalize the Cabibbo angle 1+5 term on that 100km/sec object B component
of the metric quantization. We then add that CP violating object C 1km/sec as a 5Xi
component.
You then get a normalized value of .01 for CKM(1,3) and CKM(3,1).
The measured value is .008.
What is cool about the interior of the neutron is that we can then treat it like a hydrogen atom
except that neutrinos (not photons) are released in energy jumps of the electron because of that
ubiquitous metric quantization (that even effects the rotation of stars and galaxies): the source of
its Einstein B coefficient is then that W,Z resonance (causing the neutrino emission, not photon
emission) in the new pde S matrix when the energy for a quasi free neutrino exceeds ep.(as it
also does in the muon).

Chapter 5
Review Of The Linearization Steps
4D Pythagorean Theorem ds2=xxdx2+yydy2+zzdz2+ttdt2
xx=yy=zz=-1,tt=1 in flat space, Next divide by ds2, define pxdx/ds, so get
xxp’x2+yyp’y2+zzp’z2+ttp’t2=1
()
To get eq4 we can then linearize like Dirac did (however we leave the ij in. He dropped it. So
(xxxpx+yyypy+zzzpz+itttpt)2 =xxpx2 +yypy2+zzpz2+ttpt2
(5)
So just pull a term out of between the two ( ) lines in equation 4 and set equal to 1 (given 1*1=1
in eq.4) to get eq.3 in 4D and divide by ds
xxxpx+yyypy+z zzpz+itttpt =1
and multiply both sides of that result by the  and write this linear form of equation 4 as its own
equation:
xxxpx+yyypy+zzzpz+itttpt=
Define k from kp, 2/k, 2mc2/h=1, h=1,c=1 here. Use the Fourier theorem to show that
 can be the sum of cosines and sines thereby implying for each = cos(tkx)+isin(tkx)
=exp(i(tkx)) that k=px=-id/dx thereby inserting derivatives of  into this term. You then
get: xxx/x+yyy/y+z zz/z+ittt/ct= or multiplying both sides by i
we finally obtain (tit where the above sum is over the : x1=x, x2=y, x3=z,ct=x4):
/x=(/c).
(6)
The covariant derivative of a scalar is the same as the ordinary derivative
All we have done (eq.5) is rewrite the Pythagorean theorem (without the square in eq.1).
5.2 Review of The Proof Of The Covariance of Dirac’s Equation

Recall that       0         0 with m being invariant so that  must be
x
invariant in a Lorentz invariance context. The standard way to obtain curved space invariance is
with tensor multiplication by the veirbein V ab as in  V and writing  as a covariant
derivative D.=-..

We will show that we do not have to do that here. For example note in chapter 18 we have used
 (=) only in the algebra sense (i.e.,(xpx+ypy+zpz)2=px2+py2+pz2) and appled equations
18.1 and 18.2 only in the flat space limit by using the excess terms to modify E and J slightly so
that it remains the classical free space Dirac equation. This means we can use  as if this was a
flat space application and so use the Lorentz covariance only. The general relativistic effects are
thereby all confined to these E and J ‘black boxes’ with the Dirac equation math being all
Lorentz invariant only.
Given that  is only used here in the flat space sense we note in equation 5.2 that
ds 2  g11dx12  g 22 dx22  g 33 dx32  g 44 dx42 so that
(5.7)
dxi'  g ii dxi
Note that the dxi’coordinate system of equation 5.7 is intrinsically flat because the (4D) flat
space Pythagorean theorem holds: i.e., ds 2  dx1'2  dx2'2  dx32'  dx4'2 . Such flat space free fall
limits are implied by the equivalence principle. Note also that
g ii dxi
 dx 
px=(dx/ds)=-id/dx so that from 5.3 pi'  g ii pi  g ii  i  
=
ds
 ds 



 i g ii 'i  i g ii
 i i
(5.8)
i
x
x
g ii x
Thus in this flat dx’i frame -i’=p’= (dx’/ds). In the flat frame  behaves as it does in
any Lorentz frame of reference and so ’ is invariant since ds and dx’ are. Note from
equation 5.12 that no matter what magnitude gii has (thus no matter what coordinate system we
are in as long as the metric remains diagonal) the quantity ’ is still the same magnitude and
therefore it is invariant. In this case the effect of a coordinate transformation is in the metric
change. Thus we have not required Veirbeins and covariant derivatives to guarantee the

invariance of ’ =   g   is invariant.
x
Alternatively here we also show this invariance using the usual textbook relativistic invariance
arguments (as in Merzbacher, Quantum Mechanics 2ed, p.576). In that regard we construct the
coordinate transformation
x’=ax+b with real coefficients a and b subject to the condition
ds2=dxdx = dx’dx’=dxdx or aa=
(5.9)
For each such geometrical transformation there must exist a spinor transformation
S=exp[(-i/2) n̂ ]
(5.10)
such that a unitary matrix U takes a state vector  into another state vector ’according
to Ut(r’,t’)U=S(r,t). It is well known that the usual Dirac equation implies an equation 5.10
geometrical spinor transformation S and so proving the relativistic invariance of the ordinary
Dirac equation.This form of the old Dirac equation must hold if we replace the equation 5.9
Minkowski 11=-1, 22=-1, 33=-1,oo=1 with the general relativistically covariant forms of 11,
22, 33,oo . Thus from eq. 1.4 define p’ from (p’)2((p)2)
((dx’/dx)(dx/ds))2)=
((dx’/ds)2)=
(p’)2.
Therefore
we
use:
i
2
3
2
o
(cxiidx /ds+cyyy22dx /ds+cz33dx /ds+mc oodx /ds) and set
p’x=iidxi/ds, p’y=22dx2/ds, p’z=33dx3/ds, E’=oodxo/ds.
(5.11)

Given that the  conformality (and so x,y,z orthogonality) of chapter 1 holds we can iterate as
before: (cxp’x+cyp’y +czp’z+mc2)(cxp’x+cyp’y +czp’z+mc2)=
(cxp’x)2 +cxp’xyp’y + cxp’xzp’z + cxmc2 +
cyp’ycxp’x+(cyp’yc)2 + cyp’yczp’z + cymc2
czp’zcxp’x+czp’zcyp’y + czmc2
(5.12)
2
2
2
2 2
2
2
2
2
2 4
mc cxp’x +mc cyp’y +mc czp’z +(mc ) =c (p’x +p’y +p’z )+m c
Note for equation 5.9 to be true that:
x2=1 , y2 =1 , z2=1,, xy+yx=0, xz+zx=0, x+x=0, x+x=0, y+y=0,
z+z=0, etc., so with the old Dirac Clifford algebra holding. k=gk=oko-k. In any
case we next multiply by  as in o, x x, yy, zz
Substituting the pi s back in p’x=iidxi/ds, p’y=22dx2/ds, p’z=33dx3/ds, E’= oodxo/ds. And
after multiplying by  and substituting in as usual in the operator formalism 111p1=ih111/dx we have finally that 111/dx1+ 222/dx2+ 333/dx3+ ooo/dxo
+i=0 /x-=0
(5.13)
In any case equation 1.9 is manifestly covariant because it was derived from ds2=ijdxidxj
given the equations 1.5, 1.6 and conformality implications of eq 5.7.
Chapter 5

Chapter 6
Comparison of Alternative Approaches to Using Equation 1.4
1 Second Alternative (right side of figure 3-1)
After deriving equation 1.4, proceed in a contradictory manner by saying that there is no force
and then substitute an affine connection (that has to be zero) that exhibits a force when it can’t
(note the self contradictory nature of this idea): 
(no force) Set rH=0 and so replace the ij in equation 1.4 with 11 = -1, 22 = -1, 33 = -1, 44
= c2 and get the
d
d
d
d
standard Dirac equation:  i   1 1   2 2   3 3   4 4
dx
dx
dx
dx
(force)
Next put in general covariance as a gauge derivative with an affine connection that
d
d
now has to be zero (for no force) but we miraculously say it isn’t 1  1  kA1 D
dx
dx
(more absurdity. Also the covariant derivative of a scalar  is the ordinary derivative, not that
thing.) where the gauge field term kA can assume many forms. Also recall that the  in the Dirac
equation is simultaneously replaced by eiq t, AA+ with the Dirac equation giving
the same results then if the gauge derivative is used.
But note we are given a zero affine connection =0 since goo=1, gii=-1 in the above standard
Dirac equation where kiAi is the analogue of the covariant derivative affine connection times
field term. In any case, given the explicitly zero affine connection (=ki), a gauge derivative
with a nonzero added ki (in kiAi) violates general relativity. That whole procedure then
becomes a big mistake that will require many willy nilly assumptions of infinities to cancel out
the effects of these mistakes.
In that regard recall mijvivj gives us dynamics, accelerations, with these v s limited to c. Recall
gij =ii also contains the potentials (of the fields) A. We can then take the pathological case of gij
=A= in the S matrix integral context and gik/xj=0 since the mainstream flat space Dirac
equation formalism made the gij constants (Ch.5). Then to be consistent with GR
mij(gkm/2)(gik/xj+gjk/xi-gij/xk) =(1/0)(0)=undefined, but not zero. Take the gik/xj to be
mere 0 limit values and then  becomes finite then and we have our forces back. Furthermore
19.13 and 17.3 (Coulomb potential) would then imply that Ao=1/r (and U(1)) and note the higher
orders of the Taylor expansion of the Energy=1/(1-1/r) term (=1-1/r+(1/r)2-(1/r)3...(equation 14.1
geometrical series expansion) where we could then represent these n th order 1/rn terms with
individual 1/r Coulomb interactions accurate if alternatively doing Feynman vacuum polarization
graphs in powers of 1/r).
But this old free space Dirac equation also requires the Dirac sea (or electrons all annihilate with
the unfilled negative energy states) which is a dense degenerate sea of electrons.and also we need
the Maxwell equations for the E&M. In that regard classicaly electrons can be thought of as
E&M fields moving in a circle (spin ½, curlA=B) as if space- time itself was wound up like the
winding parameters of a higher dimension if there was a sea of them. Note Maxwell’s equations
are not included in General Relativity unless you have a 5th dimension, recall the Kaluza Klein
theory with its wound up 5th dimension, here then identified wth the Dirac sea! Note we can’t
measure in x,y,z the vortex dimensions with a 5th dimension (since its not x,y or z) but since the

Dirac sea does not really exist we can’t measure them anyway! So we can make a selfconsistent,
self contained GR argument for how we must use a 5 dimensional GR in the context of a Dirac
sea and those infinite fields to still have forces if we make the unfortunate mistake of using that
free space (no force) Dirac equation instead of the correct one with those nontrivial ijs. This
then explains the precision of QED results (but only for r<<cosmological distances and r >> rH)
since by bringing back the forces in this selfconsistent way we still have a self consistent theory
as long as we subtract them off (counterterms) in the end. Note also the Dirac sea is consistent
with the above A= infinite field requirement for renormalization if we set rH=0. The point
here is the mainstream does not really understand why their own QED works so well and we do
in the context of this theory.
But of course these absurdities are all avoided if we initially had written down that new curved
space pde (eq.1.4), we then have the forces so no need for infinities or a 5th dimension then. The
equations you get apply to ALL scales and you still get that QED precision (eg.,sect17.4).

Chapter 8
First Alternative approach to equation 1.9 (left side of figure 3-1):
Proceed Self Consistently: Just write equation 1.4 (using Equation 1.4 ijs) and it solve directly
(see chapter 3 above and rest of book). So do not set rH to zero!
Holographic Principle Interpretation Of This Theory
Recall how a 2D hologram stores phase information so that when a laser beam of the correct
wavelength is later shined through it the delta(phase) information gives 3D image information,
so higher dimensional information. You are then
extracting 3D from a 2D plane.
For the second particle we have and additional ds2, d2 as well but still in the 2D plane. This 2D
dz=(sds1+ds2)ei(o+d1+d2) (see above part IB) stores 4D information and which is also extracted
by a delta(phase) term also where here written as dz=0 where we note that  is also a phase.
Note two parts (real and imaginary) come out of this derivative with the sum of each equal to
zero allowing even more variables can be involved. This dz=0 thereby implies (d)=0 giving
(dt+dx+dy+dz)=0 (new pde) and also ds2=0 implies that (ds2)=0 (relativity) thereby:
extracting 4D from a 2D plane, an even cooler holographic principle.
Note this has nothing to do with that string theory extraction of 12D (brane) from a 11D (string
imbedding) holographic principle (string theory in any case is the death of science and rational
thought). It also has nothing to do with that black hole holographic principle which recently has
been shown to have big problems with it.
This z plane is then very useful.
Thus we live in 2D, all of theoretical physics is then reduced to that child's 2D (square within a
square fig2 above) drawing,
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APPENDIX
Is This New AlgebraNumber Approach To Real Analysis Also Circular Reasoning?
Defining '1' algebraicly as we have done in that paper is consistent with the final result, after we
have also defined the integers, of giving us real numbers since the set of real numbers is also a
field (hence the necessary incorporation of algebra).
Note we drop the bra-kets <z> and get then the actual z by adding the real (central limit) C to
z=z"*z'+C, which here is defined to be equivalent to <z>=<z>*<z>. So it seems here we also
have circular reasoning since real z (from adding real C) is needed in integer <z> which in turn
is in postulate 1.1 and used to again get real z. But the resulting nontrivial Riemann surfaces (ie.,
they are fractal, first page) imply that we can use the ONE=<z>, nonzero rest mass) on the lower
Riemann surface to define the integers and so using them to define many integers and reals on
intermediate scales and again return to the ONE integer (single cosmological horizon) on the
next larger Riemann surface. So the number 1=<z> integer on the next smaller Riemann surface
is the seed for the development of the reals (on intermediate fractal scales) and then back to the
number 1=<z> and integers again on the next higher scale Riemann surface. For example this
intermediate fractal scale is responsible for the completeness (Cauchy sequences) of the real
numbers. So this development of the real numbers is not circular, but merely fractal, alternating
integer -real dominance jumps as we transition from smaller to the bigger and bigger, from
fractal scale to fractal scale! But this fractalness is that cosmological theoretical physics so the
physics is also needed to understand the origin of mathematics!
Developmental Motivation For This Derivation Of the Real Numbers

Note this paper starts from scratch, starts from both the origin of both physics and mathematics.
The concrete idea of the real measurement number 1=<z> is defined from the algebraic, abstract
<z>=<z>/<z> rewrite of <z>=<z>*<z> and vice versa. So the deepest understanding of the
origin of mathematics required for physics may be in Piaget's analysis of the (child)
development direct transition from an understanding of the concrete to the abstract given the
tangible concrete (measurement <z>=1) implies the abstract such as <z>=<z>*<z> and vice
versa. The equivalence of <z>=1 (concrete) and <z>/<z>=<z> (abstract) therefore represents the
transition point from concrete understanding to abstract understanding. Physics is physical after
all so our method connects more directly physics and mathematics (number theory). In contrast
mainstream mathematics starts with set theory that really does not initially relate to numbers
(e.g., that disastrous “new math” elementary school curriculum of the 1970s), does so only
indirectly. Of course for children the abstract concept is the adjective 1 as in “one rock”, “one
shoe”, etc that is illustrated directly and repetitively in the teaching process: this algebraic
equivalence to that abstract adjective is taught only later.
.

